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l3is is the fourth in a series of reports which document studies of 
an advanced-technology space station configwxd to implement subsystem 
technologies pmjected for availability in the the period 2000 to 2025. 
!he principal objectives of these studies have been to examine the 
practical synergies in operational perfonnance available through 
shystem technology selection and to identify the associated advanced 
technology developent needs. In this study further analyses are 
performed on puwer system alternates, mmentum management and 
stabilization, electrothermal propulsion, caposite materials and 
structures, launch vehicle alternatives, and lunar and planetary 
missions. cOm=luding remrks are made reganling the altvanced-technology 
space station concept, its inbrsubqstem synervies, and its system 
operational and subsystem advanced technology devel-t needs. 
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1.0 IN'IRODUCTION 
One of the goals of the United states Space Prcqram is the 
establishment of permanent manned space stations, and current plans are 
to have an initial operating capability (IOC) as Space Station Freedom in 
low Earth orbit by 1995. The design is still evolving: however, a 
proposed dual-keel configuration is shown in Figure 1.0-1. References 1- 
1 and 1-2 provide same of the details for the dual-keel configuration. 
As the design progresses, changes may eliminate the dual-keel and reduce 
the structure. However ,  Space Station m o r n  will operate nadir 
pointing and rotate about its transverse axis at the rate of one 
revolution per orbit. Space Station F'reedm will pruvide a microgravity 
environment and be a stable platform for observation of the Earth. It 
will support a broad range of space-related operations or scientific 
investigations. 
1 '  
Studies of space stations are under way for the more distant future. 
These will utilize advanced technology and perform functions in support 
of future space missions. One series of studies is concerned with 
examining various aspects of a space station for the time period around 
the year 2025. Wee reports have been published in this series of 
studies (References 1-3 through 1-5). The first study (Reference 1-3) 
led to the Conceptual configuration shown h Figure 1.0-2, which is 
basically a rotating space station with an inertially oriented central 
section. The second study (Reference 1-4) used that configuration as a 
starting point to examine the configuration and its functions in some 
detail, and to identify pacing technology areas. The third study 
(Reference 1-5) q?eriformed trade studies in the station p e r  system, 
analyzed the dyn$nics of the rotating station, studied locarnotion and 
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material transfer under artificial gravity forces, and examined design 
considerations for support of a manned Mars mission. Reported herein are 
the results of the fourth and final study in the series on an advanced- 
technology space station (ATSS). 
The rotating ATSS (summarized in Section 2) pmides an artificial 
gravity field, which reduces medical and physiological problems 
associated with weightless long+uration space flight. This approach 
introduces unique challenges in attitude stabilization and accmmodation 
of large rotating elements. Mennore, the ATSS is designed to host a 
l q e  crew and perform numerous experiments, which means it is very large 
and has a heavy electrical power demand. In addition, the ATSS is 
designed to support missions beyond luw Earth orbit which bring new 
operational challenges. Same aspect of each of these major challenges- 
attitude control, size, mass, power, and operations - is analyzed in this 
study. Specific topics include: m e r  System Alternates (Section 4 ) ;  
momentum management and stabilization (Sections . 5  and 6) ; structures, 
materials, and launch vehicles (Section 7) : and lunar and planetary 
missions (Section 8). Concluding remarks regaxding R&D requirements- 
the driving theme in all four studies - are made on the subjects of 
advanced subsystem technology needs, station design to enhance 
intersubsystem technology needs, station design to enhance intersubsystem 
syneqies, and space station operations for mission supprt (Section 9). 
-. 
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1-1 Space Station Reference Configuration Description. NASA Report 
JSC 19989, August 1984 
1-2 Architectural Control Documnt. Prelhhary Report, NASA JSC 
Space Station Office, June 1986 
1-3 Queijo, M. J. et al. : An Advanced+3dmology Space Station for 
the Year 2025. Study and Concepts, NASA CR-178208, March 1987 
1-4 Queijo, M. J. et al.: Analysis of a Rotating ? d v a n c & ~ o l o g y  
Space Station for the Year 2025, NASA CR-178345, January 1988 
1-5 Queijo, M. J. et al.: Same Operatiorbal Aspects of a R o t a t i n g  
A d v a n c e d ~ l c g y  Space Station for the Y e a r  2025, NASA CR 
181617, June 1988. 
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2.0 IE(TrATING A I N A N ~ L C G Y  SPACE S " I O N  CDNFIGURATION 
The amfiguration used as a starting point for the present study is 
described in some detail in Reference 1-4, and the major features are 
repeated here for convenience and reference. Relevant weights and 
dimensions of elements of the A I I S  are given in Figure 2.0-1 and 2.0-2, 
respectively. 
A major fmture of the A m  is the large rotating torus which 
provides artificial gravity (centrifugal force) for the crew in their 
primary habitat and mrk area, and also provides for gas (02 and H2) 
storage. An artificial gravity of one Earth g, 9.8 m/sec2 (32.2 
ft/d), can be obtained at 2.8 revolutions per minute. Tbm solar 
dynamic units on the torus provide electrical puwer for use in the torus. 
Ihe other CcBnpOnents of the ATSS are attad'& to a central tube which 
does not rotate with the torus. ,3hese units include Earth, solar, and 
celestial abservatories; a platform with horticultural dames and four 
solar dynamic units; plus a section for berthing, loading, and unloadins 
spacecraft. The entire ATSS is Sun-pointing; therefore, it must precess 
at the rate of one' revolution per year. 
The baseline configuration had two alternatives, one with and one 
without storage tanks that countermtate with respect to the torus. 
Rasons for considering and selecting the use of caunterratating tanks 
are discussed in Section 5 of Reference 1-4. The tanks store fluid 
(water) and reduce the net angular mcanentum of the A B .  mis ATSS 
configuration is the baseline used for the a~lyses of this study. 
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3.0 OF THIS STUDY 
This study is a continuation of the work reported in References 1-3, 
1-4, 1-5. The general tasks are: 
1. 
2. 
3.  
4. 
5. 
6. 
ccanpare system alternates for power generation. 
Examine mamenturn management and stabilization of a large space 
station with substantial rotating constituents. 
Evaluate electrothermal propulsion options to fulfill the 
requirements for attitude stabilization and control. 
Survey opportunities and advantages of incorporating composite 
materials and spae expndable stxuctures into the space station 
design. 
Enumerate the roles and functions of an advanced space station in 
support of a lunar base mission and a manned Mars mission. 
Identify advanced technology developnent needs to achieve the 
project& subsystem capabilities in the 2025 t h  frame. 
Same specific issues associated with each of the task topics are 
described in the following paragraphs. 
I 
3.1 Electrical mer System Alternates 
The basel- configuration consists of six identical solar 
concentrating thermodyMrm 'c p e r  units that provide a mined p e r  
output capacity of 2.5 MW. !their operation requires solar pointing for 
the ATSS and accomodathg the inkrruption of solar input during each 
orbit. A nuclear fission p e r  system which operates continuously and 
does not need solar pointing w a s  exarmned * and described in Reference 1-5. 
In this study three additional alternate system are examined for 
camparative purpsses. ?tJo of the system, radioisotope decay and nuclear 
3- 1 
fusion, operate continuously and do not need solar pointing. 
is an advanced solar photovoltaic system and does require point-. 
T h e  third 
Subsystem masses and ATSs perfonnance capabilities for these alternate 
pclwersystems-- and CCBnpared to pravide information on - l33Anology requirements. 
The major area of tedmology advance wired for the solar 
phatavoltaic system is in solar cell output efficiency. For the 
radioisotape thermodynarm 'c power generation systan, the merits of such a 
configuration in perfonnance and simplicity of control are compared to 
the nuclear fission pawer system concept. A nuclear fusion power system 
is also discussed and CcBnpared. Ea& pwer altemate intmduces specific 
c0nstraht.s on operations and sopne potential advantages to the ATSS 
performance. The overall system effects of these puwer subsystem 
characteristics are defined. ?he trade studies and results illustrate 
areas for potential technology hqruvements. 
3.2 Attitude Stabilization and Control 
Ihe presence of a large rotating torus introduces rotational 
mcnnentum amsiderations into comtrol evaluations. The canbination of 
large non-symnetric masses and solar pointing rreates large, cyclic, 
gravity gradient toques, and these offer the wrtunity to examine 
navel control apmaches. Attitude stabilization, pointing, and 
precession of the ATSS while experiencbg environmental forces were  
studied to evaluate the capacity of reaction control systems and to 
examine options such as the use of contml-moanent gyros to assist in 
stabilization. The thrust levels required to achieve stability and 
contml as well as the total control prapellant requirements are defined. 
3-2 
The potential application of angular mmentum control devices and an 
integrated power and control system are addressed. 
3 .3  Electrothermal Thrusters 
'Ihe baseline ATEX configuration uses chemical combustion rocket 
thrusters for station keeping. These thrusters utilize h y m e n  and 
oxyyen generated frum electrolysis of water as the propellant. The 
application of electrothermal thrusters are studied as an alternate 
because they also offer a potential synergy in using propellants whim 
are byproducts of the life support subsystem. The electrothermal 
i3mMxrs offer ccmpetitive specific impulse in the advanced technology 
versions but consume considerable electrical pmer and are limited in 
their upper level of thrust. 
3.4 S t r u c t u r e s ,  Material, and Launch Vehicles 
The ATSS is CCRnprised of numerous structural Ccrmponents of larye mass 
and volume. The baseline design configuration ~ r p o m t e s  modular 
aluminum pressure ccanP0nent;s assembled on orbit and requires a heavy lift 
launch vehicle ( W V )  for delivery to orbit. The potential is evaluated 
for alternate launch vehicles which can take advantage of the reduced 
unit volume afforded by several -le stru-1 cortceptS. 
Additional usage of composite structural materials is also examined to 
assess the benefit of i: reduced number of launches to deliver the 
cmponents of a rotating space station like the A!ES to LED. 
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3.5 Lunar and Planetary Mission support 
The A'ISS has the size and operational capability to function as a 
staging site for outbow3 missions from Earth. Th& lunar base support 
and planetary explorations are candidate future missions w h i c h  were 
examined in a prelbdnary way to identify and describe the operational 
support functions that could be p e r f o w  by the ATSS. Some typical 
prospeck include: crew staging, vehicle assembly, propellant 
manufacturing and transfer, and post-mission experiment support. 
3.6 Advanoed Technology Identification 
'Ihe advanced-technology space station (ATSS), as its name -lies, is 
based on the assamption that new and emeqing technologies will have 
advanced t0 the point of being viable for use in the ATSS, circa 2025. 
'IWard this end, AT% system operational and subsystem technology 
needs, and associated -istic kmefits identified in this study, are 
described in context with those identified in the earlier studies in this 
series. 
The baseline for electrical pawer generation onbmxd the ATSS has 
been establish& as 2550 kW continuaus pmided by six identical solar 
dynamic units which deliver 425 kW each (Reference 4-1). A continubg 
study CCrIllpared the solar dynamic units  with a pwer generation system 
based upon a nuclear fission heat source. That study also defined the 
individual electrical pawer genesators as closed cycle gas turbines 
driving 400 Hz, 440 V alternators operat- with overall efficiency of 
0.4 in converting thermal to electrical energy (Reference 4-2). The 
initial results frwm that camparison indicated a need to expand the 
camparison evaluation to include heat sources frwm radioisotop decay and 
fusion. In addition, the camparison evaluation needed to include a 
system based upon advanad photovoltaics which used correspondingly 
advanced techniques for energy storage as batteries, fuel cells, and 
flywheels. This section describes the additional cumparisons. 
4.1 carrpwrison Appmach 
These three additional pmer generakirq systems extend the previous 
ccanparisons of mass, control requirements, and configuration related 
considerations. The same general approach has been used. The initial 
step defines a configuration for the p e r  generation system. the 
estimates of masses, the definition of control requirements, and the 
discussions of configuration related considerations are all based upon 
the system definition. For the radioisotope decay, fusion and advanced 
photavoltaic systems, the wiA Antains the individual system 
descriptions, esthtes of mass, definitions of control requirements, and 
particular considerations. The comparisons utilize the results from each 
4-  I 
of the system definitions and include the two previously ccanpared. Table 
4.1-1 sunrmarizes the five electrical power generation system and 
identifies the principal features included in the ccpnparisons. The 
systm definitions, mass estimates, and identification of control 
requirements all interded to identify technology requirements and 
take advantage of any synergies with other systms or functions of the 
ATSS. The system definitions a l l  utilized the same set of general 
guidelhes or criteria. Table 4.1-2 lists these criteria, and they 
provide the basis for the caparison evaluations which follow. 
4.2 General Mts from comparison 
m e  ccsnparison evaluations for the five alternates are contained i n  
Section 4.3 below. The evaluations did reveal sane significant 
differences, and the general results are summarized below in the order of 
increasing system mass arrd incresing system Ccanplexity. 
4.2.1 Advanced Fhotovoltaics, Iaiest Ess, Least Complex 
m e  aifvam=ed photovoltaic system with energy storage as advanced fuel 
cells, appeared as the lmest-mass, least-caplex system which can 
produce 2550 )&J continuous electrical pawer. The configuration defined 
for the ATSS requires a significant hpruvement the conversion 
efficiency of photavoltaics. The A W  with an onboard generation of O2 
and H2 for other uses makes fuel cells the mDst attractive energy storage 
option. The actvam=ed system would provide electrical pmer at about 40 
kgm. !l%e use of solar concentrators for the photovoltaic system 
resulted in a factor of three mass penalty frum the wrt structure and 
therrodl considerations. 
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TAI3I.E 4.1-2 S Y S "  DIZFINImON AND EVAUATION CRITERIA 
+ -  
1. Pcrwes Generation: Each system provides a continuwS source of 
electrical mer that delivers 2550 kW tc the operating systems 
within the ATSS. The individual systems my need to generate 
additional incremnts of p e r  to overcome losses or other purposes, 
and these conditions are identified. 
2. Power Generation Equipment and Efficiency: The rotating generator 
equipvat utilizes a gas turbine driven alternator operating at 
12000 r p  to produce three-phase a1terMti.q current at 400 Hz and 
440 V. The turbine-alternator aperates with a therml-to-electrical 
energy corrversion (throqhpt) efficiency of 0.4 and produces 450 kW 
total within each unit. All units are the same within each of the 
systems. 
3 .  Thermal parameters Definitions: Previous studies have defined the 
principal thermal parameters such as the solar enerqy input levels 
and the radiator temperatures and their corresponding thermal 
fluxes. These values tcqether with p e r  generation requirements 
establish the major I1fixedv1 parameters for each system such as solar 
concentrator areas a d  radiator areas, fission fuel consumption, 
radioisotope decay, etc. 
4. Configurations Defined to Identify Technology: The individual 
aomponents and elements have been defined to identify technology 
needs. For components or elements which are presently in 
development such as the converters and photovoltaics, the 
definitions are development goals and indicate the degree of 
impraVement required. For structure or material related items, the 
cdnponents are defined for present conventional materials (aluminum, 
79Ni-13Cr-7Fe alloys, ZrO2)  to indicate the potential -ins for 
impravement. 
5. Synergies: The principal synergies are utilization of waste heat 
and multiple uses of water. The entire 2550 kw will be dissipated 
in sane manner throughout the ATSS, and this dissipation will have 
opportunities to provide heat in one location utilizing the reject 
fmm another. For the specific case of the radiators which provide 
the heat sinks for the gas turbines, these have been configured as 
water-filled flat panels fabricated from aluminum. This radiator 
configuration is intend& t o  show margin for imprmrement. 
4.2.2 Radioisotope Decay Heat Sources 
The Pu238 system provides an attractive source for a mission that 
requires a constant uninterruptable electrical p e r  supply. The mass 
requirements for radiation shielding and the converter radiators dominate 
.I 
the configuration. Advanced radiators coupled with an optimized fueled 
core and shield design can bring the specific mass for this system to 
less than 100 kg/kW. Transport of the Pu238 fuel to the ATSS has to 
accommodate a larye continuouS heat release from the radioisotope, and 
requires a dedicated carrier spacecraft. 
4.2.3 Solar Qmamic (Baseline Configuration) 
The baseline system has six identical units which provide continuous 
power. Solar dynamic units can begin deliver- usable p e r  as soon as 
the first unit is in place, and the ATSS would not be limited to just six 
units. Within the configuratior; for a solar dynamic unit, the structure 
in the concentrators and the radiators are the prime areas where new 
technology can reduce mass such that a specific mass of 100 kg/kW appears 
achievable. The solar dynamic configuration does show control 
complexities which involve the continuous balancing of the collector 
coolant liquid metal loop and the converter liquid metal loop while 
performing the cyclic operations associated with orbital sunset, sunrise, 
and solar pointing. The need to focus solar energy into a small aperture 
requires an extensive optical alignment process as part of the assembly 
on orbit. These operations would have to be performed as some form of 
EVA, and thereby, complicates the assembly and start-up sequence for each 
unit. 
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4.2.4 Nuclear Fission Reactor 
?he nuclear reactor system appears essentially equal to the baseline 
solar dynamic system in t e r m s  of on-orbit mass. Nuclear fission reactors 
have the advantage of delivering almost any level of pok~er from a corn 
up to the limit of heat transfer capabilities. The advantage gained from 
heat generation is offset by the requirements for radiation shielding, 
such that a man-rated shield becaanes the dcaniMthq mass for any fission 
reactor system. The results of the evaluations indicate that careful 
core design plus impmements in the radiator mass could bring the 
specific mass of su& a fission reactor system to about 100 k g p .  The 
controls for a reactor system operate near steady-state conditions and 
involve a conthous flw balance in the liquid metal loops which p e r  
the collverters. Reccxrery of irradiated materials after final shutdown is 
a recognized ccanplexity; however, these ccanplications have been addressed 
for ground and shipboard applications. 
4.2.5 Fusion Fmmr 
mion has the- unique capability for extracting one portion of its 
fuel fram onboard water and generating the other portion of its fuel from 
within its heat transfer medium. Fusion system can produce almost any 
puwer level; hwever, they have a larqe internal puwer demand which adds 
to the mass and ccanplexities of the system. Fusion puwer systems require 
l q e  heat rejection radiators and a laqe quantity of high-temperature 
insulation materials. Any inprovemnts in these technology areas would 
reduce the total grass of the system. A specific mass approaching 100 
kg/kW appears potentially achievable. The control system for a fusion 
reactor addreses A significant camplexity in the requirements to balance 
4- I 
five interdependently operating s&q&ems, such as fuel preparation, 
fuel injection, laser ignitim, heat extraction, power generation, and 
aperating atmosphere control. 
A fusion system needs to have a major pow& s3um-e in place and 
aperating in order to initiate the fusion pawer em. Therefore, a 
fusion system has to be a replacement or extension to an onboard 
operating electrical p e r  system. 
In su~l l t~~y,  the camparison shows that a system based upon advanced 
photavoltaics will be a viable alternate for low Ear th  orbit ope.ration 
particularly when operating with an efficient energy storage system that 
hasaminimal need for radiators. The dynamic systems where the energy 
i_rp=Ut is f m  a heat 0, do not show any feature that precludes any 
of the alternates from operating aboard the A m .  The selection of a 
heat source for p e r  generation should be detemuned ' by the requirements 
of the mission rather than any fer,ture of the power generatirq system. 
4.3 Comparison of Systems 
The ccgnparisons of the five systems and their options is based upon 
the results contained in the system descriptions. Table 4.1-1 
identifies the location of the descriptions either in a previous study 
(Reference 4-1) or within the Appendix. 'Ihe cmparisons begin with 
assessments of mass and m a s s  related effects. The camparison of control 
requirements results in a ranking in relative wmplexity, and the 
axparison of particular considerations results in a ranking of relative 
difficulty or concern. 
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4.3.1 Ccanparison of System Masses and Mass Effects 
m e  estimates of total mass for the five alternate system (including 
options) range over a factor of twenty. Table 4.3-1 lists the five 
alternates and options within the alternates in the order of im;reasing 
mass. This comparison shows that an advanced photclvoltaic s y s h  can 
provide 2550 kW continuous with less than 100,000 kg (220000 lb) . The 
energy storage method ami the efficiencies of storage and retrieval 
contribute to the 20 percent total mass variation among the three storage 
@ions. This caparison does not identify any preferred method for 
energy storage. For the ATSS where 02 and H2 are generated and stored 
onboard in quantity, fuel cells give an aperating advantage as a short 
t e r m  extra p e r  capability. This advantage offsets the mass penalty. 
The esthte of total l~ss for a radioisotope decay heat source makes 
this alternate attractive for a pmer system that uses rotating 
machinery. Flight units in the 10-kW range are n w  under active 
devel-t for space amlication (Reference 4-3). The present 
facilities for g A t i n g  ~ ~ 2 3 8  cannot support a system of ATSS size; 
hodever, a change in energy policy that reprocesses spent reactor fuel 
could result in sufficient Fu238 as a bypmduct (Reference 4-4). ?he 
radioactive decay heat source. has the acivantage of continuity (no 
i n w i o n  by prbital position). At the sam the, huwever, it also 
has the disadvantage of continuity; the heat generation rate cannot be 
changed. 
The concepts for fusion, solar dynamic, and nuclear fission show an 
In the options essential equality with regard to total mass required. 
for nuclear fission, neither the concrete nor the w a t e r  radiation shield 
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options are considered practical for a system wfiich origiMted f m  the 
Earth. 
A ccanparison of mass contributions f m  the major portions of each 
system provides some insight for the technical and physical 
considerations that awly to a p m e r  system for the A m ;  Table 4.3-2 
lists the masses for ea& of the five alternates and summarizes the 
contrktions frnm six major system elements. 
' Ihis ccarrparison highlights the mass advantage offered by the advanced 
photovoltaic system in which 70 percent or more of the total mass is 
directly involved with the energy conversion. At a solar energy 
-t efficiency of 0.2, photuvoltaics shuw a factor of 3 mass 
advantage uver the closest alternate. The A W  can prcduce 2550 kW 
continuaus p e r  with a solar thmqhput efficiency as luw as 0.067 if 
the entire area available for panel installation were wered. ?he 
configuration would require some auxiliary cooling for cells mounted on 
the torus or mer the comtemtators. If auxiliary cooling equals 20 
percent of the solar input, the radiator requirement will exceed those 
for the gas turbines. Such a photavoltaic system would shm no mass 
advantage. These thermal considerations shuw that mass estktes for the 
ATSS photovoltaic systems are not linear with conversion efficiency. In 
effect, any need for auxiliary thermal control such as radiators will 
decrease the mass adyantage offered by advancd photovoltaics. 
The radioisotope decay heat source -led with gas turbine driven 
converters provide a mass effective means to generate electrical power. 
For this system, radiator and shielding requirements comprise more than 
80 percent of the total mass. Mass reductions can make the system more 
competitive, and the estimates shuw the areas open to significant 
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hqxmement. A reduction in the radiator mass by a factor of two appears 
attainable. A less dense insulator offers an additional hmment of 
mass reduction. The thermal and electrical elements offer some mass 
reduction potential especially f m  materials for cladding and heat 
exchangers. Although the mass of puo2 is fixed by power generation and 
life requirements, the fuel mix can be adjusted; less Be0 is a 
possibility. A smaller core operating at higher p e r  densities and 
higher internal teqeratures appears reasonable even thcugh the entire 
core is running Will which limits the margin for reduction. A 
reduction in core size that permits a 25 percent reduction in shield mass 
along with the other reductions could bring the Pu238 system mass duwn to 
about 200,000 kg (441,000 lb) and the specific mass below 100 kg/kW. 
Fusion p e r  systems will involve massive containment elements in any 
of the configurations that use the deuterium-tritium fusion reaction and 
generate the tritium by a neutron interaction with lithium. The methods 
used to control or initiate fusion such as magnetic confinement, laser 
ignition, and generation of negatively charged subatomic particles all 
have heavy demands for internal electrical p e r .  The present goal in 
fusion system developent is to generate just enough p e r  to make the 
system "break eventt. Fusion systems for the ATSS have a large internal 
pcrwer usage requirement that increases the radiator area by about 50 
percent relative to any of the other alternates. ?he mss for fusion 
p e r  system benefits fimn any impmvemmts in radiators and high 
temperature insulation. A 50 percent mass reduction in each results in a 
system specific mas6 value of about 100 kg/kW. 
The solar dypam$c option selected as the baseline for comparison 
shm a larger than anticipated estimate for total mass principally 
4 - 1 3  
because of structure and radiator requirements. Significantly, the 
energy collection and conversion portions of the system are very nearly 
equal to those for the photovoltaics. M a s s  reduction in the collector 
and in the converter equipment involve high temperature materials and 
high temperature phase-change energy storage materials. Improvements can 
be anticipated. Intpmved radiators and high temperature insulators 
appear as fertile areas for mass -&ion. Within solar dynamic 
systems, structure for the Concentrator beccxnes a major consid-tion. A 
material for the concentrators that results in half the mass of an 
equivalent aluminum plate structure will make a significant reduction. 
'Ibis coupled with impraved radiators and insulators can reduce the 
specific mass for the solar dynamic altemate to a value below 100 kg/kW. 
generation frcnn a fission reactor heat source is limited only 
In the nuclear fission by the capability to remove heat frm the core. 
alternate, the mass requirement f x  the core elements plus the cornrerters 
show the lowest total for energy cornersion among all the alternates and 
are less than half the mass required for a photovoltaic system. Here the 
radiator and the man-rated shield account for 90 percent (or more) of the 
tutal mass of the system. Cores can be made to operate at higher power 
densities than used for the system defined for this caparison; such 
operation reduces the volume of the core. A reduction the volume of the 
shield follows but not in a linear manner because shield thickness is a 
function of the core activity whi& generates the power. 
core could result in a 25-percent reduction in shield mass. 
An optimized 
This would 
then be coupled with mass impmaents in the radiators and insulators 
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and can reduce the specific mass to abuut 103 kg/kW for a lead-shielded 
system and to about 115 kg/W for a steelshielded system. 
In corxlusion, the comparison of mass estimates and the assessments 
of developmental results indicate that an advanced photovoltaic system 
will remain a viable alternate for an ATSS Operating in LE). This 
alternate becames most attractive if it operates with a conversion 
throu@pt efficiency of 20 percent and does not require auxiliary 
radiators for thermal control. The other four alternates show a degree 
of equality such that mss criteria alone does not identify a preferred 
syshm. !this extended camparison underscores the previous observation 
that other mission requirements must determine the appropriate method for 
generating electrical pawer aboard the A B .  
4.3.2 Camparison, of Control Requirements 
The control requirements for the five systems can be qualitatively 
The ranking assessments in terms of increasing ranked for cmplexities. 
ccsnplexities is summarized as follows: 
photovoltaics 
The control requirements reflect the dynamics of orbital operation 
where pmer sharing a$ p e r  switching are the critical functions. The 
system has limited flexibility in generating capacity; the pawer must be 
utilized. The battery storage option has a requirement that only 
consists of a monitor and control of cell voltage build-up as charge 
accumulates. The flywheel option has a sanewhat greater requirement: 
rotating speed must be monitored and rotating inertia balance maintained 
throughout a multi-unit storage system. Fuel cells and electrolytic 
cells have the greatest requirement for a control system. These elements 
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are used in a cyclic opera&&m&&ween two independent units, with the 
attendant requirements for ht#&$$sqg the gaseous fuels. 
In sunrmary, the control --a photovoltaic will have the least n m r  
of irpxrt parameters and the least ccanplex control algorithm for any of 
the five s y h .  
Radioisutope Decay Heat Pu238 
T h e  control of the radioisotope e y  system has to maintain a 
ccxlstant energy Wmughput by lGeeping six twbine-generator units in 
qmdmmms balance. m e  individual control inputs and elements 
controlled t e d  to be straightforward and near. stbdy state. They 
include fluws, temperatures, voltages, and currents. The control for the 
radioisotope decay is the least ccpnplex for a system that uses rotating 
machinery. me principal inpts to the control algorithm are 
temperatures within the cores. Temperatures are maintained within narrow 
l M t s  by control of the cur~er.~ and voltages in liquid metal pumps. 
These pmps maintain the heat transfer, and here a single liquid metal 
loop transfers the heat fmm the cores to the gas tub-. In 
caparison with a photovoltaic system, this control system would have two 
to three times as many inputs and have about the same factor of increase 
in the complexity of the control algorithm. 
Nuclear Fission 
me control for a nuclear fission system operates in the same general 
manner as the control for the radioisotope decay system. Bath systems 
involve an essentially steady state heat transfer and keeping six turbine 
genesator units in synchro- balance. ?he additional features 
introdtuoed by nuclear fission are control of the neutmn flux within the 
cores and operation with a liquid metal to liquid metal heat exchanger in 
.. 
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each of the turbine-genemtor loop. ?he net effect doubles the mmrber 
of inprtS to the control algorithm ard doubles the mnnber of liquid 
mtal pmrps needed t~ acxxmplish the heat transfer. Within the mntml 
algorithm, the deteSminatian of the neutron flux establishes the output 
pcrwer delivered, and the netrtron flux is contmlled by the adjustment in 
position of c0-1 rods. A nuclear fission ccmty-01 system shows abcxlt 
tm t k s  the aaplexity of a radioisatope decay control system. 
solar Dvnamx 'C 
me control for the solar dyrmnic systemi are six repetitions of the 
mntmls for an individual unit w i t h  all six synchronized. me 
hxiividual unit cxmtmls must opmte a double liquid metal loop that 
acccmplishes energy storage and retrieval by a fusion phase change. me 
individual unit controls will hve the .same types af tenperatm inputs 
and liquid metal purrq3 operation as for the radioisotope decay system, 
hawevey, this algorithm will have to include the amplexities of cyclic 
energy input. me contrroi must acxxmmme the sumet-sunrise events, 
and maintain solar pointing and track^ing within the spcified angular 
limits. me inputs and items conty.oLled in the solar dynamic are 
estimated to be the same as for n u ~ l e a r  fission. The conhi algorithm 
trades the neutron considerations for cyclic effects and a- the element 
for solar pointing. a total system, the tutal solar dynamic control 
a- - 1ly more cmplex than the controls for a nuclear 
fission system. 
Mzclt3ar Fusion 
The nuclear fusion control system nust maintain five independent 
m b q s t e m  processe~ which involve precise timing while keeping eight 
turbine-generators in tsynchm- bahnce. ~stimates for ground based 
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power stations indicate an order of magnitude more control inputs than a 
conventional steam pavend station (Reference 4-5), and the estimate 
appears to follw for space applications. m e  control for a laser 
ignikd fusion system must operate with the unique feature of energy 
released in bursts. The reactor vessel and its control sensors must 
accept 426-)rJ bursts (appmxhately equal t0 0.12 kg (0.25 Ib) of TNT) at 
20 times each seo~nd. w ambination of requirements and operating 
envirsnment contribute to the result that the control for a fusion system 
has about ten times the ccanplexity of that for a radioisotope decay. 
In sumary, these system do shod a range in complexity for their 
control systems, and even the least ccpnplex case for a photovoltaic p e r  
system must address a demanding control situation. On the other hand, 
dl1 the systems can be controlled, and the control algorithms can be 
generated for an ATSs application. AS irf the case for mass 
considerations, the mtrol requirements do not identify a preferena?, 
mission requirements must provide the criteria for selecting the p e r  
generating system. 
4 . 3 . 3  Particular system and operating com=ernS 
Each of the five alternates shows .sane degree of special concern at 
times in the aperating sequences. All of the pclwer systems share the 
concerns that acccapany a continuous type of aperation. The special 
concerns can be o m  in a manner that reflects i n c r ~ ~ ~ i q  impact on 
the AT33 or special Constraints placed upon the A W .  The order is as 
follmJ!s. 
.. 
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photovoltaic 
The concerns for photovoltaics are thermal degradation, which could 
result frcan exposwe to a solar input without an electrical connection, 
and hrpact damage from space debris. To avoid an unwanted temperature 
excursion from exposue during installation, the solar panel field needs 
to be installed in modules in which a section of photovoltaics and an 
element of enerqy storage are emplaced at the same time. mer can then 
be absorbed when a panel is exposed to the solar input. same provisions 
for masking rray be required to pment an unwanted exposure during 
installation or repairs. The ATSS will require spares as a precaution 
for breakage or damage from space debris impad. These concerns appear 
modest and can be accOmmOdated within the initial assembly sequence or 
the plan for contingency repairs. 
Solar Dvnarm 'C 
The solar dynamic units require an extended start-up sequence. The 
large area concentrators require assembly and an optical alignment of the 
individual refledar elements as part of the on-orbit sequence. "he 
location for the @lector and converters at the focus of the 
concentrator camplkates the start-up sequence. An operational shutdm 
without damage to the system is significantly camplex. Both cases 
require careful planning and extensive EVA to acccrmplish. 
Radioisotore Decay 
The concern for radioisotop decay system stents from its continuous 
heat release. The fuel mix must always have heat removdl. The critical 
time occurs dur- transport from the ground to the A T S .  A reasonable 
h e n t o r y  such as half p e r  equivalent for a 450-kW converter will 
evaporate more than 1000 kg of water hour at atmospheric pressure. 
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The same fuel upon return aftex ten years in the core will still have a 
heat release at 92 percent of the original level. A radioisotope decay 
power system will require a special purpose transporter w h i c h  can 
qxmte between the grcund and the ohit of the ATSG. 
Nuclear Fission 
'Ihe conem relates to the handing and recovery of the core 
CCBnpanents after final shutduwn. Ihe materials subject& to neutron 
radiation will show an induced radioactivity that can range from nil in 
shield elements to lethal-intense f m  fuel elements and control rods. 
Dismantling and removal of these CcBnpOnents will require specialized 
remote handing equipment and shielded casks for transport. Provision for 
recovery have to be included in the initial design for each element of 
the system that has any e>qx>sure to neutmns or encounters the products 
of fission. 
Fusion 
?he energy requinments for start- the system are almost equal to 
the initial system Cpltpt. The energy input requirements for the lasers 
alone are equal to the output of one converter. The start-up of the 
liquid metal system and establishmnt of the vacuum for operating 
pressure represent heavy, short-term demands on electrical puwer. The 
fusion option, therefore, nust be installed as a replacement or 
supplement to an in-place and aperating electrical puwer capability. 
In fllmmary, the photovoltaic and the solar dynamic systems appear to 
have the least requirement for any auxiliary equipent to support the 
installation, start up, operation, or retrieval of the system. m e  
radioisotope decay and nuclear fission systems both will need special 
pxpose support items of significant complexity. Fusion has such an 
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input p e r  demand that the system cannot be considered as an initial 
configuration for the ATSS. 
4.4  overall Assessments 
The canprisons of msses, control requirements, and configuration- 
particular effects lead to an overall assessment and ranking of the five 
alternates. 
Photovoltaics 
The ranking and pertinent camments are: 
A n  advanced photovoltaic system is a candidate pmer system for 
operation in LEO. The ATSS application has defined the needed 
impmvements in cell conversion efficiency, cell life capability, and 
techniques for e n q  storage. The present activities to develop 
photovoltaics for other nearer t e n n  missions address most of the 
requirements for ATSS. In such a context, the ATSS comparison study 
underscores the need to continue developments of photuvoltaic system 
related components as solar cells, battery cells, flywheels, and 02-H2 
fuel cells. 
Radioisotow Decay 
A radioisotope decay p e r  system offers the advantage of a 
continuous heat source and would relieve the ATSS from sane of the 
present solar pointing requirements. m e  camparison based upon p ~ ~ ~ 8  
selected an isotcpe of choice without regard to source or availability. 
A change in national enercjy policy to repmcess spent reactor fuel could 
make the isotope available in the quantities needed. On the other hand, 
other isotopes either singly or in a mix, could be used. The ATSS could 
be configured to accept the increased camplexity in handing and the extra 
shielding required for man-rating. The present developents to operate 
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rotating converters f m  a pU238 heat scmrce are considered an initial 
step tckJard an ATSS sized installatim. 
Solar l3manu ‘c - Nuclear Fission 
These two system are presently achievable through technical 
develcpments which can be identified. ?he aperating principles for the 
s y s m  are well defined. The technology advances needed to implement 
the systems can build upon the present base of knowledge, neither of 
these system require a change in national eneqy policy or a major 
tedmical breakbmqh as part of their implementation plan. 
These two systems are considered essentially equal. The complexity 
associated with solar pointing and solar cyclic operation offsets the 
considerations for a man-rat& radiation shield and the eventual handing 
of radioactive waste. Within the five alternates, ‘the fission reactor is 
the only system which can vary its p w e r  output in response to demand and 
thereby offers the advantage of flexibility while at the same time 
relieving the ATSS frum the solar pointing requirements. Both types of 
systems have developent activities underway that are steps tamd an 
ATSS sized amlieation. However, the need €or large area concentrators 
with the structural integrity to withstand operation in a rotating 
acceleration field appears as an AB-unique requirement for a precision- 
surfaced space structure. 
E’usion Fuwer 
A fusion heat source offers an almost unlimited pawer generation 
capability with a minimum of fuel transport to orbit. For the ATSS, the 
deuterium can be obtained f m  the electrolysis of Wastewater f m  crew 
support. The conversion of lithium into tritium and helium consumes less 
than a kilogram of lithium per year. 
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m e  achievement of fusion power is a long tenn goal. Achievement of 
a break-even pmer operation is the recognized first critical step. A 
laser ignited, hertially confined system appears dependent upon 
technology advances in bath lasers and fuel encapsulation. Other 
national priorities presently define the developnent goals in these 
areas. For the A B ,  a fusion power System appears as a candidate for an 
uprating of ATSS capability. Fusion pmer becames most attractive for 
missions which involve space manufacturing and the generation of 0 2 - H ~  
for propulsion fuel. An ATSS which supports a lunar base amld have such 
a need. 
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5.0 ATTITUDE AND ORBIT CJXI'IWL 
The ATSS operates in a specified circular orbit and maintains Sun 
orientation (Figure 5.0-1). Various forces and torques tend to disturb 
the station from the desired orientation and orbit. The attitude control 
system must null these distwbames. 'Ibis section e.xarnhes these 
distmbames and discusses various means of nulling. Qualitative trends 
in nulling the disturbaxes are derived. 
5.1 Environmental (Disturbance) Forces and Torques 
m e  environmental forces and torques are those associated with 
aerodynamic drag forces and torques, solar radiation pressure forces, and 
gravity (gradient) toques. These are given as functions of orbit angle 
in the folluwing figures (from Reference '5-1). 
Aerodynamic forces Figure 5.1-1 
Aerodynamic torques Figure 5.1-2 
Solar radiation forces Figure 5.1-3 
Gravity gradient toques Figure 5.1-4 
There are IIO  torque^ associated with radiation pressure because of the 
orientation and symmetxy of the ATSS. Note that the gravity gradient 
torque is much greater than that caused by aerol-lynami c pressure. 
5.2 Attitude Control 
Several c l w  of devices for attitude control are considered. 
These are reaction jets, control-moment gyros, dual counterrotating 
annular mment control devices (DCAMCD) and the possible use of the ATSS 
counterrotators. Note that both ATSS counterrotators t u rn  counter to the 
torus. 
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Notes for a Solar Facing Orbit 
1. 8 is the orbit angle measured from solar zenith. 
2. y axis is positive away from the plane of view. 
3. The origin for the axis system is 0.856 m (2.8 ft) 
toward to platform from the plane of rotation 
for the torus. 
.. 
PLATFORM 
TORUS 
Figure 5.0-1 Orientation of the A!ES in O r b i t  
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Figure 5.1-2 AerodyMrm ‘c Torque on the A m  as  a Function of O r b i t  Angle 
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Each of the attitude control devices considered must be able t o  
produce a torque a t  least as great as (but p i n g )  the envimnmntal 
torque. In addition, each must be able to negate the maximum angular 
mamenturn (1 torque dt)  imposed on the ATSS by the environmental torques. 
The mmentum associated w i t h  aemdyrmu 'c torque and the momentcrm 
associated w i t h  gravity gradient torque vary continuouSly throughout an 
o h i t .  Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2, respectively, shuw these variations as  a 
function of orbit angle. ?he figures shuw that the maximum torque and 
angular manentUm are approximately 34,000 N-m (25000 lb-ft) and 31.0 x 
lo6 N-m-sec (22.86 x lo6  lb-ft-sec) , respectively, and they are caused by 
the gravity gradient. AerodyMmic  effects are very s m a l l  and w i l l  be 
ignoW in th i s  preliminary study. 
It should be noted that these values are several orders of magnitude 
~ t e r  than those of current or proposed spacecraft, as shm in Table 
5.2-1 (from Reference 5-2) and for an early NASA space station as the 
per-tower configuration (Figure 5.2-3, from Reference 5-3). 
5.2.1 Reaction Jets I 
It is assumed that the reaction jets thrus t  continuously a t  the level 
required to counteract the environmental torque. me jets are i n  four 
clusters of six and are alignd w i t h  the ATSS axes. It is further 
aSSumed that a l l  jets operate a t  the same level and that in producing 
, 
torque a b u t  any axis a l l  jets capable of producing a torque about that 
axis w i l l  be operating. For example, t o  produce a torque about the y- 
axis, thrusters aligned w i t h  the x- and z-axes w i l l  be used. A total  of 
eight jets can be used simultaneously t o  pmduce torques about each body 
axis. 
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The torque abaut any axis is given by 
N 
L = t T.R 
j = 1  J j  
L=TOrque 
N = ='of jets thrusting 
T = Thrust fmn each jet 
a = M a n e n t a r m  
If all jets are thrusting at the same level, 
- 
!L = ?he average moBRent arm 
- 
L = T  2 t j  = N T R  (5-1) 
j=l  
m e  fuel used to proctuce the required toque wer a given t ime  
period can be readily calculated based on the following: 
w = weight of fuel used per 
~ s p  = specific iqulse of fuel 
T = 6 I s p  (5 -2 )  MI per jet 
Substituting equation (5-2) into (5-1) results h 
L = N 6 I s p  
and, on integrating and solving for w, 
/01 L dt 
w =  
N I s p  a 
T = T h e  duration of thrust 
The total fuel used by the N operating jets is 
N w =  
I s p  a 
( 5 4 )  
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The assumed jet locations on the ATSS are indicated in Figure 5.2-4 and 
have the coordinates 
cluster xrm Y Im z rm 
1 35 -30 45 
2 35 30 45 
3 -35 -30 45 
4 -35 30 45 
Fram these values it is seen that 
- 
R x  = 3 7 . 5  m 
- 
R = 40.0 m 
V 
J - 
Q Z  = 3 2 . 5  m 
Since the torque is, by far, the greatest around the y-axis, toques 
about the x and z axes w i l l  be ignore3 for th i s  preliminary analysis. 
Since the maximum torque t o  be generated is 34,000 N-m (Figure 5.1-4) , 
there are eight jets that can produce torque about the y-axis, and the 
average m t  ann about the y-axis is 40 m, the maximum t h r u s t  required 
per jet is, from equation (5-1), about 106 N (23.8 lb). 
The fuel used to generate the gravity-gradient torque variation shown 
h Figure 5.1-4 caribe determined as follms: 
The torque variation as a function of orbit angle ( e  ) can be 
approximated by 
L = L s i n  20 
max (5-4) 
s'ince 6 is constant for a circular orbit o = it Equation (5-4)  become^ 
f 
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CENTER-OF-GRAVITY LOCATION f 
BERTHING AND DOCKING BAYS 
JET LOCATIONS 
(JETS THRUST ALONG BODY AXES) 
Figure 5.2-4 Assumed Thrust Jet bcations 
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Substituting equation (5-5) into equation (5-3) results in 
I s p  R 
which can be integrate3 to yield 
T W =  Is;a; L ' (*) cos  at] 
0 
The fuel used for one quarter orbit ( 6 t = 900) is 
or, for a camplete orbit 
niax 
L 
= 4  
' o rb i t  I Isp ai, 
i 5 - 7 )  
The inportant parameters in determining the mass of fuel used are 
readily apparent and permit calculating the mass required for an 02-H2 
system. 
For the A W  the ncffninal circular-orbit attitude is 500 km (311 
miles), and the corresponding angular velocity is 0.0011 radians per 
second. Using the follming values 
Lmax = 34,000 N-m 
IS? = 4310 N-sec /kg  for 02-H2 
R = 40.0 m 
Y 
in equation (5-7) results in 
W o b i t  i= 7$7 kg (1580 lb) per orbit 
or a fuel use of 982,000 kg (2.17 x 106 ~b) in 90 days. 
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This is obviously too large, which makes the use of chemical reaction 
jets inpmctical for angular Illomenturn control. 
5.2.2 COntrol-Mmnent Gyms 
I f  a control mxratum g y m  (or g m u p  of gyros) is to be used for 
attitude m t m l ,  the angular moBnentum capacity of the gyro is closely 
related to the maximurn angular moBaentum imposed on the A!ES by 
envhnmmtal forces (Figure 5.2-2). Since the imposed mognentUm is 
cyclic, but always in one direction, it is advantageow to displace the 
gyro wheel so that its total displacement permits absorption of the total 
angular m t u r a .  In this case, the maxinarm angular nma3entum required of 
the gyro would be about 15.5 X lo6 N-m-s (11.46 x lo6 lb-ft-sec) . 
The maxinnnn gravitational torque of 34 x lo3 N-m (25 x lo3 Ib-ft) and 
the associated angular mcprwtUm, 15.5 x lo6 N-m-s (11.46 x lo6 Ib-ft- 
sec), set the requirements for a control =turn gyro system. These 
values are several orders of magnitude greater than those available with 
current UGs. For example, one of the camnerdally available higher 
capacity CIMG's units has a double gimbal with an output torque of 272 N-m 
(200 lb-ft) and angular msmentUm of 6100 N-res (4500 lb-ft-sec), and a 
total mass of 295 kg (650 lb) (Reference 5-4). Therefore, appmxhtely 
126 of these qynx would be required to produce the torque required for 
the ATSS and add about 37,000 kg (82,000 lb). Absorbing the angular 
mmentum genera- aver the quarter ohit period wauld require about 
2550 of these gyros and add about 748,000 kg (1.67 x lo6 Ib). 
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?he geoanetry involved in dual caunterratating wheels is sham i n  
Figure 5.2-5. The transverse arqular mcBnenttrm which is available fm 
two wheels is given by 
HT = 2H s i n  v 
1J- 
If a required value of % is specified, then the required angular 
momentum per wheel is 
HT H =  
1-1 2 s i n  v 
or for small angles, 
(5-9) 
The s ize ,  shape, weight, and rotational speed a l l  enter into the value of 
It is 
of interes t t o  minimize the weight needed to produce the desired value of 
Some of these 'factors are discussed in the folluwing section. 
HI,, while remaining w i t h i n  whatever constraints are applicable (that is, 
s i z e  limitations, allcmble stress levels, etc.). 
A convenient place t o  start these considerations is the study of 
Reference 5-5, w h i c h  relates the energy in a f lywheel  t o  its mass by the 
equation 
E = Kinetic energy of the 
m =Mass of flywheel 
f lywheel  
- = K  E - 0 ( 5 - 1 0 )  u = Material design stress level 
S P  P = Material mass density 
& = is a dimensionless shape 
rn 
factor 
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I' 
ROTATING 
ROTATING 
ELEMENT f l  
ELEMENT #2 
H T  = 2 H p  sin 3 \ 
Figure 5.2-5 G e o m e t r y  of Dual Counterrotathg Annular M o m e n t u m  
control Device Wheels 
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In developing equation (5-lo), all constraints &her than these due to 
stresS considerations were removed. Figure 5.2-6, fram Ref- 5-5, 
lists values of K, for various wheel rross sections, and Figure 5.2-7 
frcnn the same referenae lists sane mechanical properties of various 
materials. Follawing the pmcedure of Reference 5-6, one may use  the 
following relations: 
E = ' 5  T WI I = Mcent of inertia 
11 = 
(0 = Angular velocity 
k = Radius of gyration = rnk 2 w 
with equation (5-10) to show that 
(5-11) 
Also, if ro is the maximum allowable radius of the wheel, equation 
(5-11) can be written as, 
fram which 
H 
K' S = (e) Ks 
(5-1 2)  
(5-13)  
For a flywheel of given radius (ro) and material, the mass for the 
required value of H, can be minimized by selecting a flywheel shape 
having a maximum G .  Figwe 5.2-8 lists ranges of yr0, G, and for 
severdl flywheel shapes, and shows that the thin rim flywheel has the 
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to 0.5) .  For the case of a thin rim flywheel, 
ard aperating at  its design value of (u/P). 
(5-14) 
havm angular mnentum H, 
If a flywheel pair is to 
can be used w i t h  equation (5-14) to result in 
H, L m =  (5-15) 
and is the mass of one of the flywheels. If a fador F to account for 
supprting structure, electronics, etc. is incluaed in the &dat ion ,  
then the total. mass of the dual counterrutatirq wheel system (2 wheels) 
is: 
(5-16) 
Equation (5-16) shaws the importanae of selecting materials ard geametry 
for dual camter ru ta t~  wheels. Figure 5.2-9 can be used to e s t i m a t e  
the mass required for absorption of trarrsverse mclmentum as a function of 
wheel geanetry and matfxial. 
The r equ i rd  transverse mar momentum I+ is 3 1  x lo6 N-m-s for an 
AlSS application (Figure 5.2-2). If the DCAMCD rutors are fabricatel 
frm S-1014 glass w i t h  a radius of 50 m, a stm&uml factor F = 1.1, and 
a 5-degree allowable deflection angle, then the totdl mass for the two 
wheels is 14,263 lag (31,500 ~b) . he effect of changing the wheel radius 
or allowable deflection angles is readily visible frcan equation (5-16). 
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The use of laqe begins to appear sanewhat reasonable, 
particularly if they could also be used for enervy storage. Note that 
there is a trade-off involved because dmnges in rotational speed of the 
DcAMQ3s will translate into changes in ( a /  P ) . Huwever ,  this can be 
adjusted to sane extent by shmltaneaus variation in the tilt angle. 
5.2.4 U s e  of the ATSS -tor for Attitude Control 
Since the ATSS has two laqe wheels (both running . 
counter to the t o r u s ) ,  it is interesting to determine if they could be 
used to negate the gravity gradient toque. In such an application, the 
wuntermtato~ would be tilted in unison to counteract the environmental 
torque. Assurmng ' that only the toque about the y-axis (gravityqradient 
torque) needs to be considered, then a tilt of the wheels around the x- 
axis can counteract the environmental toque. The tilt required can be 
determined through use of equation (5-8), that is, 
For such a case, %, the maximum envhnmental transverse angular 
mamentUm, remains at 31.0 x lo6, N-m-sec. The angular momentUm for the 
two wuntermtatom has to equal that for the t o rus  and, from Reference 
5-7, for an equivalent Earth gravity 2H, = 9.36 x 10 N-m-sec. The 
resulting tilt angle u = 0.0033 rad, approximately 0.2 deg. The same 
control anild be applied by tilt- just one of the wunterrotators 
through a nraxinnnn of about 0.4 deg. These angles are small enough t o  
cause no appreciable exchange in the angular nmnentum about the axis of 
symmetry. Techniques for possible mechanization of such a system have 
not been consider& in depth. 
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5.3 Discussion ZVKI Camparison of Attitude control Mecham 'sm 
The major disturbaxe to the described Sun-pointing orientation of 
the ATSS is caused by gravity-dhnt toques. For the assumed 
orientation of the A'I'SS, the torque is primarily around the y-axis, and 
there is little disturbme about the x and z axes. ' Ihis permits an 
elementary canparison of various attitude control devices. Before 
ccarparing devices, it is beneficial to make sane g-1 remarks relative 
to each of the systems. 
5.3.1 Reaction Jets 
U s e  of reaction jets does not appear viable because of the indicated 
larye fuel (H~43~) usage of 975,000 lq (2.15 x lo6 lb) in 90 days. 
Increasing the momeslt anns of the jets, or using fuels of higher specific 
impulse would reduce fuel use (equation 5-7). Huwever, these are limited 
by geametric and structural cons.'_demtions and by available fuels. The 
use of chemical-fuel thrusters does not a- viable. 
5.3.2 COntrol-Manmt Gyros 
The arrgular mcltllenarm requirements for the ATSS are several orders of 
magnitude greater than those currently available for control-mament 
gyros. The use of new, yet undeveloped CMG's or use of multiple W s  
does not appear attractive because of the inheren t weight of current 
designs. Proposed new spherical larqe-anqle magnetic bearing (LAMB) CMGs 
(Refereme 5-3) would pmvide for some weight reduction, but probably 
would be feasible only if also used for other pwposes such as p e r  
storage. The design concept of Figure 5.3-1 (frcnn Reference 5-4) uses 
magnetic beariltlgs and has application to energy storage as well as 
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useful information relating to energy-storage flywheels and also on 
integrating these devices with angular mawmtum a m t m l  aspects. 
Recent develcpnents in superoonductive miterials may greatly alter 
the prospective relative to controlamnent gyros. ‘ Ikis tapic is 
aisrussed briefly in Section 9. 
-. 
5.3.3 Ix;ldl carnterrotatirg Annual Mmentmn control Devices 
’Rre mass required for a suitable DcAElcD system is greatly influenced 
by the allowable tilt of the wheels and the  eel radius. As shuwn in 
panymph 5.2.3, using two wheels of 50-m radius and a 5 deg tilt of each 
wheel still required a tatal wheel w e i g h t  of 14 , 263 kg (31,500 Ib) i f  the 
wheels w e n  operat- close to design stress. A larger tilt angle and/or 
larger wheel radius wmld redwe the mass to an acceptable value. 
5.3 .4  use of the ATSS -tors 
’Ehe muntermtators can be amsidered as inertia wheels to be tilted 
As sham in paragraph 5.2 .4  only a to axmteract the gravity gradient. 
small tilt angle is required for the ATSS. Implementing a nwxhru ‘sm to 
pennit the t i l t ,  whi& should vary over a small range about the zero 
value may be feasible. 
5 .3 .5  General Remarks 
The driving factor that sizes the angular llyHnentum requirements for 
The the ATSS is gravity-gradient torque and associated angular manentun. 
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torque is given by qmximately: 
.- 
3 G me 
L = .-
KO 
G = Gravitational constant 
R, = Radius of the ATSS orbit 
1 = mmnent of inertia 
a = Angle between the z axis 
m,=MassofEarth 
about an axis 
and local nadir 
lhere are several factors to consider in reducing the torques, or in 
making acceptable the weight penalties associated with use of angular 
mmentum control devices. These facton are: 
1. Maintain a luw value of a .  This wuld require departing f m  a Sun- 
pointing orientation, which in the case of the ATSS, would greatly 
ccanplicate the problem of collecting solar energy. 
2. Reduce the difference Iz-Ix. For the ATSS, this wuld be 
accmplished by spreading the elements along the z-axis. For example, 
displacing each of the contermtaton about 53 m (174 ft) further fran 
the plane of the t o rus  muld reduce (Iz-&) to zero. H a e v e r ,  th is  would 
require elongation of the central tube, amplicate transfer of materials 
between station elemnts, im=rease mass, etc. 
3.  The use of inertial-wheel-type devices generally involve weight 
penalties; hawever, these penalties beccune viable if the device(s) serve 
multiple m i r e d  tasks  - for example, energy storage. Care must be 
taken, however, to account for any possible changes in available torque 
f m  the wheels, and resulting changes in dynamic behavior of the ATSS, 
associated with any <I.hange in uvemll angular mmnentum. 
4. Tilting the counterrotaton appears to be a method for meeting the 
angular mamenturn requirements. 
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5.4 Orbit Altitude control 1 
The aerodynamic drag act- on the ATSS will cause it to lose 
altitude. The drag is the resultant of the x And z forces shm in 
Figure 5.1-1 ( f m  Reference 5-1). One of the outputs of the I-DEAS2 
programs (Reference 5-9) is the linear impulse applied by the drag in one 
orbit, and that value w a s  29,450 N-sec. The fuel needed to overcame a 
given linear hplse can be calculated by the use of equation (5-2). If 
H 2 q  fuel is assun& (Isp = 4310 N - s e c b g ) ,  then the fuel used in one 
orbit is 6.83 kg (15 Ib) . 
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6.0 EXAMINATION OF APPIXCATIONS OF pW3RTLsION 
FOR ATITIUDE AND ORBIT CDNI'ROL 
The large masses of chemical fuel (H2+2) or of control-moment gyro 
devices required for ATSS attitude control led to the thought of 
examining electrothesmal propulsion because of the high specific impulse 
available. It was realized that such devices would involve a trade-off 
between high specific mse and electrical power usage. This section 
presents a brief assessment of the potential application of 
electrothermal propulsion for orbit and attitude control of the ATSS. 
6.1 Electrothermal Thruster 
Electrothermal thrusters include the resistojet and the arc jet. 
Both apply electrical energy to an inert propellant stream to generate a 
high discharge velocity gas jet. The technology represents an advance 
mer cold gas and monopropellant chemical hydrazine thrusters. Mrmerous 
applications of resistojets have been implemented for unmanned 
spacecraft. The naminal ranges of thrust and electrical p e r  for the 
electrothermal thrusters and same other electric propulsion options is 
presented Fi- 6.1-1 f m  Reference 6-1. These data show that 
practical applications limit the maximum thrust to about 10 N (2.2 Ib) 
for electrothermal units. Specific impulses developed by these thrusters 
depends on the propellant selected as well as the design features of the 
device itself. A technology trend prediction from Ref- 6-1 is 
presented in Figure 6.1-2 for three typical propellants in resistojets. 
The practical specific impulse limits as a function of the specific p e r  
ratio from Refererp 6-2 are presented in Figure 6.1-3 for electrothermal 
thrustqrs. For camparison purposes, the baseline ATSS assumes a 
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hydrogen-oxygen chemical thruster mechanization with a specific impulse 
of 4310 N-sec/kg (440 se~). 
6.2 Application to the Gravity-Gradient Dislzurbmx 
The ATSS configuration coupled with the flight orientation requires a 
thruster moment capability of up to 34,000 N-m (25,000 ft-lb) to null 
gravity-gradient torque. Us- a total of eight active jets with an 
average mament ann of 40 m (131 ft) , the thrust at each application point 
is approxktely as follaws to develop the reactive moment: 
- 35000 = 106 N ( 2 4  l b )  M o m e n t  T h r u s t  = ( N u m b e r  of J e t s )  ( M o m e n t  A r m )  (8) ( 4 0 )  
This thrust level may be the sum of sev-1 clustered jets in proper 
aligment at ea& of the grid points. The maximum combined thrust 
required to react the gravity-gradient effect is 850 N (187 lb). 
The gravityqradient disturbance torque varies with t i m e  as a sine 
function at one-half the orbital period. merefore, matching the 
disturbance will require a time variable reaction moment. This may be 
achieved by proportional thrusting or by constant thrusting for discrete 
time intervals. me latter is simpler to implement. The fixed thrust 
per thruster required to perfom such a stabilization could be less than 
the maximum demand, i.e., 106 N (24 Ib). For purposes of pre1hn.h~ 
design, a fixed thrust per thruster of 53 N (12 lb) is suggested for 
reaction to the qraviby-dient disturbance and mintaining an 
acceptable limit cycle of excursions. With no thrusting reaction to the 
gravity-dient nwxnent, the angular displacement amplitude monotonically 
im;reases, which is unacceptable for effective solar pointing. m e  fixed 
thrust to provide a limit cycle excursion of 1 deg, which is the nominal 
6-3 
has not been detesmined . This a d  require the definition 
of a control algorithm for the preliminary evaluation. The ultimate 
selection of a thrust level will be influenad by the mass of propellant 
aonsumed to maintain the attitude within limits. This muld require a 
trade-off of three paranretezs; the thruster level, the limit cycle 
amplitude, and the pmpellant mass conswed. In the studies to date, 
only the extreme conditions for zero thrusting and for fixed attitude 
(perfect alignment) thrusting have been examined . The propellant 
consmption for gravityqradient stabilization f6r the ideal fixed 
attitude case, and at a specific h p l s e  of 4310 N-sec/kg (440 sec), is 
approXimately 717 kg (1577 lb) per orbit. ?he control logic that is 
I 
applied and the l i m i t  cycle excursions that are aaceptable from the 
solar pointing attitude will detemnine the propulsive imperlse required 
for reaction to the gravitypdient distwbance. Wiere is an 
opportunity for significant mass savings if gravity-gradient 
stabilization can be p e r f o m  without application of chemical fueled 
thrusting. These options were disc=ussed in Section 5. 
Using typical thrust-to-pmer ratios f m  Fteference 6-2, i.e., 0.13- 
0.31 N/kn (0.03 - 0.07 lbw) for resisbjets, results in a peak p e r  
mqukment of f m  2741 - 6538 MJ for the gravity-gradient application. 
Even using a time average thrust level total of 425 N (94 lb) 
continuously and allming for attitude excursions which, over an orbit 
would average out, results in a power demand which consumes all, or the 
majority of, the AT33 electrical generating capacity. 
Another factor to consider is that the current and planned 
technology for electrothermal thrusters is in the range of thrust up to 
approximately 10 N (2 lb) , as shown in Figure 6.1-1 f m  Reference 6-1. 
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?he gravity+gradknt application for the A’ISS requires development of 
thrusters which are 10 to 100 times this current planned thrust level, 
depending upon the nunber that m y  be considered practical to cluster at 
one point. 
The influence of the two system parameters, i.e., total thrust and 
peak power are such that electmthennal thrusters within the practical 
range of overall efficiency cannot be applied to the ATSS gravity- 
gradient reaction requirement. The peak unit thrust of 106 N (23 Ib) 
implies the use of a chemical rather than electrothermal th rus te r  
implenrentation. The electrothermal options may still be considered for 
drag make-up or other attitude control functions. However, the ccanplete 
stabilization system would require the higher thrust chemical thrusters 
to maintain control under the qravityqradient influence, unless a gyro 
approach is used. ( ~ e e  Section 5.) 
6.3 Application to the Atmospheric Drag 
The atmospheric drag force has a peak value of approxhtely 7 N (1.5 
lb) over the &l orbital path, as sham in Figure 5.1-1. Although 
the atmospheric drag is a continuously varying parameter throughout the 
orbit, it is practical to consider applying the reboost t h r u s t  at a fixed 
level over an in-1 to achieve the desired effect. The baseline ATSS 
orbit-keeping thrusters use approximately 6.8 kg (15 Ib) of hydrogen and 
oxygen propellant per obit to maintain altitude. Consider- the low 
thrust level and modest propellant consmption, the orbit-keep- 
function is potentially suited for application of the electrothermal 
thruster option. space Station Freedam uses a resistojet for this 
function. 
6 -  5 
The electrical power required to operate a resistojet at 5 N (1.1 Ib) 
thrust level can range f m  16 to 38 kW based upon the predictions of 
Reference 6-1. ?he baseline 
pmplsion system uses hydmgen and oxygen as the pmpellants, w h i c h  are 
electrolyzed f m  water. The electrolysis p-, at a 70 percent 
efficiency, develops propellant gas at the equivalent ratio of 0.202 N/kW 
This power level is practical for the ATSS. 
(0.0452 lbm) for power ConSUnption. For the nominal 5 N (1.1 lb) 
thmster, this is the equivalent of 22.7 kW in eleCtrica1 p e r  demand. 
Therefore, if water is used as the resistojet propellant, the p e r  
wnsmption would be ccanparable to that for the baselh chemical rocket 
system. One difference is that for the chemical rocket, the electrical 
energy use may be displaced in time and spread mer t ime  ccxnpared with 
the t i m e  of thrusting. In the resistojet the electrical enerqy is used 
in real time with the thrusting event. At the level of p e r  being used, 
i.e., 20 kW conpared with the total capacity of 2500 kW, this t ime 
related difference should not prwe to be significant. 
A significant effect is the potential difference in specific inpulse 
of the chemical and the electrothermal tfmxtms. The chemical 
(hydmgen-wen) thruster is projected to develop a specific impulse of 
4310 N - s e c / k g  (440 sec). A water pmpellant resistojet would be limited 
to specific inpulse of approximately 2942 N-sec/kg (300 sec) , as 
illustrated in Figure 6.1-2. Therefore, approximately 50 percent more 
water would be consumed by the electrothema1 thruster to perfom the 
same function with the same or 1- power level. imprwe the mass 
effectiveness would require going to higher power levels and selecting a 
propellant such as hydrogen. 
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m e n ,  as the propellant generated fram electrolysis of water 
onboard the A m ,  would increase the pawer demand for pmpulsion. Since 
w a t e r  is ccpnprised of only one-ninth hydrogen by mass, the electrical 
demand per Unit mass of hydrogen generated is the equivalent of 0.045 
N/kN (0.099 Ib/l&J) for a hydrogen jet with specific inpulse of 8630 N- 
secm (880 sec). In addition, the hydrosen mwst be heat& in the 
resistojet, using an additional pawer allocation of abut 0.2 N/W. This 
brings the total power for the 5 N (1.1 lb) thruster level to the sum of: 
5 + __ = 111 + 25 = 136 kW 
0.045 0.2  
This hydrugen resistojet would consume six or more times the p e r  of the 
water resistojet when the electrolysis enerqy is included. Also the mass 
of oxygen liberated would have to be allocated to the resistojet system 
mass as being a non-prapulsion bypmduct. Same of the excess oxyyen 
could be allocated to atmospheric leakage frum the ATSS environment, but 
the leakage is not anticipated to consme the daily surplus of oxyyen 
equivalent to the hydrogen propellant. Therefore, onboard generated 
hydrapn for a resistojet results in a distinct disadvantage in total 
p e r  consumption and also equivalent m a s s  (propellant) consumption when 
cc~mpared with the baseline chemical thruster option or the water 
resistojet. If hydrogen or ammonia is resupplied frum Earth, then the 
power to synthesize the propellant and the pe~lty of surplus oxygen are 
not allocated to the resistojet mechanization. H o w e v e r ,  hydrosen is a 
bulky, Le., lower density commodity to resupply, and the baseline ATSS 
has elect& not to resupply hydrogen. 
The selection of a low (5 N, 1.1 Ib) thrust resistojet option for 
drag make-up, or obit-keeping will also depend upon the navigation 
system choices. Instead of essentially continuous orbit-keeping, it may 
6 
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be detemined that corrections muld only be made after a number of 
ohits. The latter would favor high thrust options such as the chemical 
thruster =roach. 
6.4 Application to the Solar Radiation Disturhme 
The solar radiation pressure force is about 0.1 N (0.02 lb) during 
This small effect and action time does the sunlit portion of the orbit. 
nat require a separate mecham ' zation. 
6.5 Arc-Jet Electrothem1 'Ihruster Option 
m e  arc jet is another type of electrathenna1 thruster to be 
evaluated as a low thrust candidate. In the arc jet, the electrical 
energy is introduced into the propellant gas stream f m  an arc discharge 
spanning the gas fluw. The propellant is dissociated and ionized into a 
plasma state and expanfied thmug5 a nozzle to pravide th rus t .  This 
approach differs frcan the resistojet in that the electrically generated 
heat does not first pass t h r u q h  a resistance material in contact with 
the gas. The operating tenperatures can be m& higher in the arc jet, 
and therefore the jet velocity and specific inpilse are higher than for 
the resistojet. The arc jet has a typically low electrical conversion 
efficiency due to several intrinsic loss effects. Chemical recumbination 
of the plasma is not achieved in the expansion, and there are large 
losses associated with unrecovered chemical energy. other losses 
include thennal radiation and electmde-arc effects. The net electrical 
efficiency is in the range of 10 to 20 percent insofar as the usable 
energy that is recovered in the jet ccgnpared with the input. Another 
characteristic of the arc jet is that the electrodes erode under the 
, 
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influence of the arc, which limits their 0perati-q life. Operation in a 
pulsed arc mode has been sugyestd as a method for prolonging electrode 
life. 
Fmer c o w i o n  is the key consideration in evaluating the arc-jet 
application to the A B .  The thrust versus p m e r  characteristic of arc 
jets is presented in Fi- 6.1-1 f m  Referem=e 6-1. AK: jets appmr to 
require three to four times the pmer of an equivalent resistojet. 
Reference 6-1 reported thrust to pmer ratios of f m  0.036 to 0.18 N/kW 
(0.008 to 0.04 lb/kW) for arc jets as CCRnpared with 0.14 to 0.31 N/kW 
(0.03 to 0.07 lb/kW) for resistojets. The power consumption of an arc 
jet with 5-N (1.1-lb) of thrust would be in the range of 28 to 140 kW. 
The 5-N (1.1-lb) thrust level is approxhtely the magnitude of the 
aemdymnu 'c drag force that must be avemane to maintain the selected 
orbit. The arc-jet application, if any, to the ATSS is best suited for 
the function of aeroctyMrm 'c drag make-up using water as the propellant 
medium. The p e r  demand to generate 5 N (1.1 lb) of thrust is 
arJproximately five percent of the generating capability of the power 
system and the prospective benefit aver the use of options other than the 
arc jet is a reduction in propellant mass of 1 to 2 kg (2 to 4 ~b) per 
orbit. The technology would have to be developed for long life operation 
with water as the propellant in the arc jet. Configuration of an arc-jet 
thruster is propellant-specific because the current-voltage 
characteristic of the p e r  supply depends upon the electrical 
! 
conductivity of the plasma genera- between the electrodes. 
Contenprary arc-jet thrusters are being developed for use with ammonia 
L 
and hydrosen propellant to take advantage of the potentially high 
specific impilse with these prupellants. As was noted, hydrogen 
generation on the ATSS is a heavy power co17sume~. 
6.6 Smmary 
In summary, it appears that the resistojet with water as the 
propellant axld be applied to the atmaspheric drag make-up function of 
the A!l'!%. Ihe thrust required is ccsnpatible with the planned capability 
for resistojets. The electrical power consmption is ccRnparable to that 
for the hydrogen-oxygen chemical thruster when the electrolysis energy is 
included. The uverall specific impulse for the water resistojets is 
about two-thirds that of the chemical thruster, and therefore more water 
is consumed. Hclwever, the effect is appmxbtely 3.4 kg (7.5 Ib) per 
orbit for the mass penalty. The use of hydrogen as the prapellant in a 
resistojet thruster would reverse this mass penalty but would increase 
pmer conamption and require hydrogen -ly to be practical for the 
ATSS application. ?he thrust level that can be achieved at reasonable 
puwer levels is cmpatible with the drag make-up application requirements 
and would pennit more or less continuous correction t o  be accomplished. 
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7.0 SPACE STATION STRTJClWRES AND LAUNCH VEHICLE TEC"0LLx;IES 
The ATSS concept described in References 7-1, 7-2, and 7-3 uses 
-le structures which include modular, telescopic, and erectable 
trusses that are launched as subassemblies and assembled on low Earth 
orbit (LEO). The habitats contain a pressure that is the equivalent of 
one Earth atmosphere, and they rotate at less than 3 rpn  to simulate the 
gravity of Earth in the torus. H e a v y  lift launch vehicles (HILV) with 
capabilities for handling payloads having l~sses up to 2.7 x lo5 kg (6 x 
lo5 lb) (Reference 7-4) will be required to deliver the 24 torus 
subassemblies of the ATSS to LEO in approxhtely 12 launches. This 
section examines the potential for alternate launch vehicle capability to 
deliver torus subassemblies to orbit based on several expndable 
structures concepts. The payload envelope size and mass limitations 
dictate the nmker and size of the modules and subassemblies. The usage 
of composite structural materials is also examined to assess the benefit 
of launching reduced mass payloads. 
The launch vehicles, structural concepts, selection of materials, 
number of launches to LEO, and the level of extravehicular activity (EVA) 
to assemble a rotathg torus and other ATSS subassemblies are reviewed 
for the purpose of more clearly focusing on the real need for and 
potential benefits, of advances in s t r u m ,  materials, and launch 
vehicle technologies, 
7.1 Scope of Analysqs and Discussions 
The structural design of a rotating space station must be altered 
fram the ATSS configuration if it is to be delivered to LEO by launch 
vehicles with different mass and volume capabilities than the HILV 
7 -  1 
assumed for the A m .  Four -le shuctural concepts have been 
examined for this p. 'Ihe large rutating torus was configured using 
selected -le structures com=epts to fit four classes of launch 
vehicles. In addition, a smaller rotating space stattion was configured 
using l a m  vehicle elements as building blocks. These selections are 
shown in Table 7.1-1. The Saturn V is not a redl 'option but is included 
for camparison purposes. The Jamis HL;LV is being proposed for use in 
the 1990's. 
In the discussions of these example applications, the structural 
concepts are defined, estimates are made of the nmkr of launches 
required to deliver the torus or station to LEO, the orbital assembly 
techniques are identified, and estimates of EWi and htravehicular 
activity (IVA) are made as appropriate. ?his section includes a 
discussion of mass savings using camposite structural materials instead 
of aluminum and a sunmnry of conclusions reganling advance3 technologies 
of structures, materials, and launch vehicles. 
7.2 ~aunchvehicles 
7.2.1 National Space Transportation Wtem and -le Launch 
Vehicles 
m e  National Space Transportation System ("S) consists of an 
Orbiter (Space Shuttle) , an extesndl tank, and two strap-on solid rocket 
motors. The Orbiter is flawn back to Earth f m  LM) and is reused. The 
solid rocket motor boosters are recavered after eacrh launch and reused. 
external tank is expxdable and is jettisoned just prior to the 
Shuttle Orbiter be* inserted in IZD. m e  external tank reenters the 
Earth's atmosphere and is destroyed over the ocean (Wference 7-5). The 
Shuttle Orbiter is designd to transport a maxinun of 2.9 x lo4 kg (6.5 x 
7-2 
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lo4 lb) mass to LEO but it is currently rated to transport 1.77 x lo4 kg 
(4 x lo4 lb) to a 407 km (220 mi) circular oI%it at an inclination of 
28.45O. An hawse in rocket motor thrust with a flight qualification 
test pmgram is required to rate the Orbiter for its maXirmrm payload lift 
capability. The cargo bay is 4.6 m (15 ft) in diameter by 18.3 m (60 ft) 
in length. Each payload and its support fixtures must fit within the 
flight envelope of the cargo bay, requiring close coordination with the 
NASA Johnson Space C e n t e r  payload manifest specialists. 
The Space Shuttle is this nation's primary launch vehicle that is 
capable of transporting a payload of laqe mass and size to IEO. The 
current Shuttle launch schedule shaws tkK) launches in 1988, nhe launches 
during 1989, and eight during the year 1990. T h e s e  are follcwed by an 
haease during each succeeding year to a total of 14 by the mid-199O1s* 
-le launch vehicles (ELV) such as Titan I11 and Titan IV 
ccanplawnt the "E by launching payloads which do not justify or are 
not campatible with Shuttle launches. The Titan IV ELV has a payload 
size ccarqparable to the Shuttle. Ihe present payload mass launch 
capability to LM) is 1.77 x lo4 lq (3.9 x lo4 lb) (Reference 7-6). 
several United S t a t e s  ELVs are also available that can transport a lesser 
mass and size payload to LED and a m  listed in Table 7.2-1. 
7.2.2 Past and Future United Sta tes  Launch Vehicles 
'Ihe Saturn V was a heavy lift launch vehicle abandoned in 1973 after 
the Apollo and Skylab prcgrams. It could launch a 9 x lo4 lq (2 x lo5 
Ib) payload to a 500-km (270 mi) circular orbit at an inclination of 50 
Telephone interview with M r .  Craig -the=, NASA-JSC, March 2, * 
1988 
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deg. The Skylab mrkshop payload size envelope wa3 6.7 m (22 ft) in 
diameter by 36 m (118 ft) in height. The Saturn V launch vehicle is 
mentioned here for CcBoparison with the payload mass launch capability of 
current and praposed HLLVS (Fleference 7-7). 
Ihe Jarvis launch vehicle is a proposecl U V  concept capable of 
launching a 8.4  x lo4 kg (1.85 x lo5 lb) payload to LEO. The payload 
envelape would be 8.4  m (27.5 ft) in d i a n ~ t e r  by 25.6 m (84 Et) in 
l@. ?he Jarvis is a shuttle-derived vehicle that wrruld use shuttle 
main engines, external tank, and s t r a p o n  solid rocket motors as designed 
for current nranufacturhg methods (Reference 7-8).  
A future HLLV has been studied at the NASA Marshall Space Flight 
Center for the year 1995 and beyond which could launch a payload of 2.7 x 
lo5 kg (6 x lo5 lb) to LM) (Fteference 7-4).  The payload size envelope 
would be 15.2 m (50 f t )  in diameter by 61 m (200 ft) in length. 
7.2 .3  Launch Services Available f m  Foreign Nations 
W i a ,  India, China, F'rance, and Japan have developed launch 
capabilities which could be provided to the U N W  Sta tes .  Table 7.2-2 
is a list of international experdable launch vehicles identified by the 
payload mass they can deliver to orbit (Referem=e 7-9). Russia's Proton 
(SG13) and F'rance's Ariane IV are capable of delivering payloads t o  LEO 
in the same mass category as the currently rat& Shuttle Orbiter 
(References 7-10 and 7-11). The Praton launch vehicle has proven very 
reliable with over 100 successful launches. Russia's m i y a  HLLV is 
capable of launching a 1 x lo5 kg (2 .2  x lo5 lb) payload to LEO which 
cc~npares with the payload launch capabilities of the Saturn V launch 
vehicle. The features of Saviet launch vehicles are surmMrized in Figure 
7-6 
TAB- 7.2-2 I A U "  VEHICLES OF "E WFUD 
(Adapted f m  Wf- 7-9 and 7-10) 
I .  
COUNTRY 
- 
CHINA 
_ _ _ _ ~  
EUROPE 
___ 
INDIA 
JAPAN 
USSR 
USA 
NAME 
-~ . _ _ ~  ~ 
cz-1 c 
cz-2 
CZ-2/4L 
cz-3 
cz-314L 
ARIANE 4 
ARIANE 5lH10 
ARIANE 5lL4 
ASLV 
PS LV 
GSLV 
____ ._ ~ 
. __ 
M-3S 
M-3S2 
H-2 
VOSTOk 
SOYUZ 
S L 3  
SL-4 
SL-6 
SLS 
SL-11 
Ek:;: } PROTON 
SL-13 
SL-14 
SL-16 
HLLV 
HLLV WISPACEPLANE 
ATLAS H ' 
ATLAS GlCENTAUR 
ATLAS WCENTAUR 
TITAN 2 
TITAN 3 
TITAN 4 
DELTA 3920 
DELTA 6920 
DELTA 792p 
ENHANCED DELTA 2 
SCOUT G-1 
UPGRADEQ SCOUT 
CONESTOGA 
AMROC 
LIBERTY 
JARVIS 
j .  
LAUNCH 
MASS 
Tonne (10 31b) 
~. 
88 (194) 
191 (420) 
419 (921) 
420 (924) 
202 (444) 
471 (1,036) 
550 (1,210) 
550 (1,210) 
40 (88) 
276 (607) 
NIA 
- 
49 (108) 
61 (134) 
258 (568) 
279 (614) 
326 (717) 
290 (638) 
310 (682) 
310 (682) 
120 (264) 
180 (396) 
680 (1,496) 
670 (1,474) 
680 (1,496) 
190 (418) 
400 (880) 
2,000 (4,400) 
2,000 (4,400) 
130 (286) 
164 (361) 
215 (473) 
200 (440) 
760 (1,672) 
1,000 (2,200) 
193 (425) 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
21 (46) 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
281 (618) 
NIA 
PAYLOAD MASS 
AND ORBIT 
kg (W 
~~ - 
~~ ~~~ 
~~~ ~~ - ~ ~~ 
400 (880) SSO 
2,600 (5,720) LEO 
9,000 (19,800) LEO 
1,400 (3,080) GTO 
5,000 (11,000) GTO 
4,200 (9,240) GTO 
8,200 (18,040) GTO 
15,000 (33,000) LEO 
150 (330) LEO 
1,300 (2,860) GTO 
1,000 (2,200) sso 
290 (638) LEO 
770 (1,304) LEO 
2,000 (4,400) GEO 
1,000 (2,200) 
7,000 (1 5,400) 
6,300 (1 3,860) 
7,500 (16,500) 
2,100 (4,620) 
1,700 (3,740) 
4,000 (8,800) 
19,500 (42,900) 
2,000 (4,400) 
5,500 (12,100) 
15,000 (33,000) 
30,000 (66,000) 
NIA 
00,000 (220,000) 
sso 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
GEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
1,361 
2,948 
1,905 
14,470 
17,690 
1,284 
1,447 
1,615 
1,819 
200 
550 
1,360 
1,878 
9,070 
38,500 
2,177 
LEO 
GTO 
GTO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
GTO 
GTO 
GTO 
GTO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 
STATUS 
~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
FIRST FLIGHT 1990 
OPERATIONAL 
FIRST FLIGHT 1992 
FIRST FLIGHT 1987 
FIRST FLIGHT 1994 
FIRST FLIGHT 1995 
FIRST FLIGHT 1987 
FIRST FLIGHT 1989 
PROPOSAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
FIRST FLIGHT 1992 
__ _ _  
OPERATIONAL 
0 PE RATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
OPE RATIONAL 
UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
PROPOSED 
OPERATIONAL 
OPERATIONAL 
FIRST FLIGHT 1988 
OP ERATlO N AL 
FIRST FLIGHT 1988 
FIRST FLIGHT 1990 
PROPOSAL 
OP ERATlO N A L 
PROPOSAL 
UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
UNDERDEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSAL 
PROPOSAL 
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7.2-1 and shw the SL-13 =on in comparison with the heavy lift 
configurations under develcpanent. Figure 7.2-2 provides a sumnrary of 
current ard proposed international mvs. 
7.3 Expndable Structural Configurations 
The configuration of the KISS torus assenbled f m  24 ccsnpletely 
outfitted modules is shm in Figure 7.3-1 for cmparison purposes with 
the torus assembly concepts described in this section. 
7.3.1 Structural Configurations for a N s r S  Launch 
These alternate confiqumtions are designed of mnpnents, 
m d u l e s ,  telescopic assemblies, and erectable truss structure sized to 
permit transport to LEO via the N s r S .  The ATSS habitat torus is 
assenbled of equal length segments having a 7.6-m (25-ft) minor radius 
and a 114.3-m (375-ft) major radius. ?hree -le structures 
concepts are defined which permit on-orbit assembly of a torus having a 
near acsnparable volume to the toms prapased for the ATSS. The concepts 
are inflatable, hinge foldable, and telescopic structures. A to rus  
fontled of cylindrical segments is sized and designed to fit within the 
payload envelope of the NSTS. 
The first concept uses an inflatable torus segment 15.2 m (50 ft) in 
diameter by 18.3 m (60 ft) in length constructed as a stressed skin 
pressure vessel. The cmposite vessel wall is tape or filament wound of 
glass fiber reinforced plastic. The plastic matrix resin is partially 
polymerized (llB1l stagel) to permit the wound vessel selpnent to be 
foldable. A fold pattern as shown in Figure 7.3-2 permits a 12 ray 
folded segment to fit within a 4.6-m (15-ft) diameter payload envelope. 
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After delivery to LM), the module is inflated and the matrix resin 
polymerized (hardened) to 'IC~* stage using solar ultraviolet light or 
e l m  beam energy (References 7-12 ard 7-13). A total of 40  such 
segments muld be required to form a torus that has a major radius of 
114.3 m (375 ft). 
A second concept uses a Semirigid hkqe foldable structure. The 
cylinder is formed of rigid, namww curved panels which permit folding 
the cylinzter into a daisy-petal cross-sectional configuration. Thus, the 
15.2-m (50-ft) diameter cylinder, when folded, fits witkin the 4.6-m (15- 
ft) diameter payload envelope of the Shuttle Orbiter (Figure 7.3-3). The 
daisy-petal fold pattern provides a high packaging density payload for 
trabsport aboard the Shuttle Orbiter. Upon delivery to orbit, the folded 
configuration is unfolded and locked into a cylindrical shape with 
elastcmeric vacuum tight seals at the hinge joints. C l o s u r e s  require3 at 
the ends of the cylinder are made of a '*B" staged matrix resin filament 
or tape WOUJKI *ccanposite structure which is unfolded on-orbit for 
attachment to the cylinder ends and hardening in place. The daisy-petal 
fold concept for -le structure is reviewed in Table 7.3-1, whereby 
different fold patterns are evaluatd to form a 15.2-m (50-ft) diameter 
cylhkr on-orbit. The numbex of petals of the fold pattern will dictate 
the m i n b  radius for the folded cylinder to establish a specific 
payload size. Decreasing the number of daisy petal folding segments 
increases the minimurn rddius of the folding system. Forty of these 
erectable cylinders are required to permit assenkly of the torus on- 
orbit. 
A third concept of placing a torus in LM) via the Shuttle is 
accanplished by transporting three telescqed cylinders to orbit per each 
- 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Shuttle launch. The inner cylinders are extracted and joined with other 
cylinders m-orbit. N h  cylimkrs assembled as shown in Figure 7.3-4 
cat.lstitute o m  t o r u s  segment. 'Ihe 18.3-m (60-ft) length -res on- 
orbit assably of 40 Sezpnents to form the torus. A tutal of 120 Shuttle 
launches are required to deliver the telescoped cyhder s  to orbit, and 
extensive EVA and IVA are required to assemble the 360 individual 
cylinders into a complete torus. 
7.3.2 structural Configurations ' for a Satum V Launch 
?he Satum V vehicle could lift 9 x lo4 kg (2 x lo5 lb) to IEO with a 
payload size of 6.7 m (22 ft) in diameter by 30.5 m (100 ft) in length. 
'ItJlo c0;TIcePts w e r e  considered to deliver the toms segments to LEO aboard 
a Saturn V vehicle. The first -pt uses the daisy-petal fold 
configuration, and the second concept uses telescapic cylinders. 
The first concept of the daisypetal fold configuration uses 30.5-111 
(100-ft) length segments which fold to fit within the diameter of the 
payload envelope. Upon delivery to orbit, the torus segment is unfolded 
to form a 15.2-m (50-ft) diameter by 30.5-m (100-ft) length segment as 
ShCkJn in Figwe 7.3-5. This concept provides a 24segment torus assembly 
requiring 24 Saturn V launches. The torus formed by this concept would 
have to be e q u i m  with end closures, flooring, air locks, and a 
carplete life support subsystesn to provide a habitat. 
A second concept telescopes three cylinders, one within the other, to 
form a payload assembly 6.7 m (22 ft) in diameter by 30.5 m (100 ft) in 
length. The cylinders are disassembled and reassembled in an array as 
shown in Figwe 7.3-6. Six cylinders are required per segment, requiring 
48 launches for assembly of a ccanplete toruS. The hnemost cylinder is 
.. 
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cclmpletely outfitted with end closures, air locks, flooring, life 
support, and other subsystems for delivery to orbit. Two outer cylinders 
of each launch assembly are delivered to orbit as enpty shells, ear31 
having one end closure. The empty shells are scarred to receive flooring 
and subsystem equipent after m l y  on-orbit. 
7.3.3 Structural Configuration for a Janris Launch 
The Jarvis launch vehicle will have a payload lift capability of 8.4 
x lo4 lq (1.85 x lo5 lb) to LEO and a payload s i ze  of 8.4 m (27.5 ft) in 
diameter by 25.6 m (84 ft) in length. The Jarvis vehicle wuld deliver 
torus secpmts to orbit using the two concepts reviewed for the saturn v 
vehicle. The first concept, shown in Figure 7.3-7, constructs a 
cylMer 15.2 m (50 Et) in diameter by 25.6 m (84 ft) in length using a 
daisy-petal fold configuration. Wenty-eigfit HIJ;V launches would be 
mquir@d to deliver the segments f m  assembly of a torus .  Upon assembly, 
the toms would require the addition of end closures, air locks, 
flooring, partitioning, life support equiprent, and other subsystexr~~ 
required to form a habitat. 
?he second concept assembles a to rus  on-orbit by joining 28 segments, 
each ccsuprised of three &tiquous cylinders. The Jarvis vehicle 
delivers three telescaped cylinders to orbit per launch, requiring 28 
Jamis launches to deliver the camplete torus. The torus assembly 
concept is shuwn in Figum 7.3-8 and a d  require extensive EVA and NA 
for assembly of the 84 cylinders. 
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7.3.4 Structural Configurations for an Advanced HLLV Launch 
One H U V  proposed for 1995 could lift 2.72 x lo5 kg (6 x lo5 lb) to 
IEO with a payload size envelope of 15.2 m (50 ft) in diameter by 61 m 
(200 ft) in length (Reference 7-4). This capacity accamndates the ATSS 
concept; twelve launches are required to deliver 24 ampletely outfitted 
Segments, a& 30.5 m (100 ft) in length, for on-orbit assembly of a 
ccanplete torus as shown in Figure 7.3-1. 
7.4 Modular St ruc tu re  Concepts U s i n g  NsrS External Tanks 
7.4.1 Torus fromTanks 
The external tank of the Shuttle miter is camprised of two 
cryqenic vessels joined by an intertank structure (Figure 7.4-1). The 
cylindrical hydrugen tank is 8.4 m (27.5 ft) in diameter by 29.3 m (96 
ft) in length. The smaller oxygen tank, of teariirop design, has a major 
diameter of 8.4 m (27.5 ft) . Normally, the external tank is jettisoned 
just prior to orbital insertion of the Shuttle miter and is destroyed 
during a-eric re-entry. 
In this modular concept, the h y m e n  tanks are modified to provide 
air locks, and scarring of internal and external structural 
reinforcemnts pe.nnits on-orbit assembly of the tanks (one per launch) 
I 
into a torus. Ihe orbiter's external tank carries sufficient contingency 
fuel for placement of the external tank into orbit with the Shuttle 
Orbiter; haever, the extra boost velocity for the tank reduces the 
payload capability for the orbiter. To make the tanks usable in orbit, 
the cargo bay payload lift capability of the Shuttle miter is further 
reduced to all- the necessary mass im=reases due to structural 
modifications of the external tank. For example, 1.36 x lo4 kg (3 x lo4 
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lb) of structural modifications, air locks, and thennal insulation added 
to the external tank reduces the cargo bay transport capability f m  2.9 
x 104 IUJ (6.5 x 104 lb) to 1.59 x 104 IKJ (3.5 x 104 ~b). m e  caryo bay 
payload consists of various equipmnt modules and experiments that are 
installed in the hydrogen tank on-ohit to outfit a functional 
laJmratory. The liquid oxygen tank is repositioned and attached to the 
hydmgen tank to prwide a cryqenic storage vessel for liquid oxygen for 
life support. Even though the hydrosen tank diameter and resulting 
volume are not as great as those for the ATSS, the tank does provide 
(with current technology) a pressure-tight man-rated vessel that is 
proof tested at 248 kPa (36 psi) internal differential pressure. 
Assembling the torus from 24 hydrogen tanks requires 24 Shuttle launches. 
Follow-on flights of the Shuttle can deliver tanks which become the 
modules of the Earth observatories and the solar obsematory. The 
central tube is fabricated from a hydrogen tank with a rotating hub 
attached. Telescopic spokes are delivered to LEO in the cargo bay of the 
Shuttle, but their size is limited by the cargo bay diameter to less than 
4.6 m (15 ft). 
The hydrogm tank of the Shuttle external tank assembly may require 
an im=rease in tank wall thickness to contain one Earth atmospheric 
pressure with an adequate safety factor., An evaluation was made of the 
effects of reducing the internal atmospheric pressure of the torus on the 
perfonnance of the astronauts. It w a s  com=luded that a minimum 
atmospheric pressure of 70.3 kPa (10.2 pia) Ccffnprised of 27-percent 
oxygen and 73-percent nitrogen is required to assure an adequate partial 
pressure of oxygen in the lungs. These percentages and pressure 
relationships were chosen to minimize the materials flammability hazards 
I 
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in the cabin and yet, assure the astmnauts wwld live and work in an 
Earth normal atmosphere equivalent to approximately a 4,000 ft altitude. 
Normal, healthy people axld readily adapt and perfom well in this 
pressure range (Reference 7-16). Significant materials flammability 
hazards are introduces if the oxygen atmo@eric percentage exceeds 30 
percent and restricts the selection of materials that are ccaapatible with 
an -en rich atmosphere (Reference 7-17). 
The Shuttle Orbiter's external tank is clad with a spray-on foam 
insulation fonnilated of polyurethane resin. ' Ih is  foam material outgases 
in vacuum and is not acceptable for use in the,vicinity of sensitive 
optical instrumen tation (Reference 7-14). Therefore, a law outgassing 
cryogenic insulation clad w i t h  a suitable micrrarreteoritic protective 
shield muld be applied to the tank exterior. 
Studies wexe reported in Reference 7-3 of an aft catyo carrier (ACC), 
8.4 m (27.5 ft) in diameter by 6.1 m (21 ft) in length as an add-on 
mDdule at the aft end of the hydrogen tank. The A m  can transport cargo 
having a diameter almst twice that of the Shuttle's cargo bay (Reference 
7-14). 
7.4.2 Elemental Rotating Space Station f m  Tanks 
One of the top priority technology requirements identified in 
Reference 7-3 was the need to d e W  the physiological effects of 
artificial gravity on astro~uts. Tkis information is vital and will 
dictate the habitat design of the ATSS as related to space station 
ratation rate, habitat design, astroMut adaptability to long term space 
travel, and m y  other factors. 
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An orbiting elemental rotating space station could be placed in LED 
with today's technology to permit study of the effects of artificial 
gravity on humm. ?he rotat ion rate of the elemental rotating station 
could be controlled to vary the artificial gravity from near z e r o  to the 
equivalent of one Earth gravity. The station could consist of two NSTS 
externdL tanks, serving as habitats. Each tank could be placed at 
diametrically opposite ends of telescopic spokes which rotate about a 
central hub. The spokes w a d  be designed to fit within the Shuttle 
cargo bay and extend to approximately 107 m (350 ft) from a central hub. 
The hub would have two air lock doc3cing nodes to provide the ability for 
rendezvous and transfer of crew. m e  elemental rotating space station is 
ShCxlJn in Figwe 7.4-2 to Micate the method of external tank attachment 
to the ends of the spokes. The life sxqqort, thermal, and power 
subsystems used for the Skylab mrkshop are employed to upgrade the 
hydrogen tanks as habitats. A propulsion subsystem controls and 
maintains the rotation rate of the station and maintains orbital 
altitude. 
7.5 Structural Weight Trades of Aluminum Alloy V e r s u s  ~ercspace Mvanced 
Structural CcKnpOsites 
The limited lift capability of currently available launch vehicles 
encourages the saving of structural weight of the payloads wherever 
practical. In an effort to reduce aircraft weight, military and civilian 
aircraft structure have been fabricated of stmctural ccnnposites, and the 
percentage of weight saved versus using conventional aluminum alloy 
construCtion is shown in Table 7.5-1. The weight savings range f m  15 
to 47 percent depending on the design, matrix material, and structural 
reinfo-t selected (Reference 7-18). 
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Aerospace advanced structural ccarrposites are cmprised of continuous 
filament reinforcements in a woven, or non-wven, fom embedded in a 
synthetic resin matrix. The matrix resin is a means of binding layers or 
plies of filaments, or woven yams together to achieve a load 
tmnsference capability f m  filament to filament and fram ply-layer to 
ply-layer. Ihe strength directional praperties of the laminate can be 
ocpltrolled by tailoring the reinforcement plies predcsninant strength in 
specific orientations. The more widely used reinforcement filaments are 
glass, arbon, gramte, aramid, and boron. The matrix resins are 
classed as thermosetting and thermoplastic. The thennosetting matrix 
resins are chemically hardened and do not soften with heating but will 
char and decampose at high temperature. In contrast, the thermoplastic 
matrix resins soften when heated and harden upon cooling without chemical 
change. Same thermoplastics beccsne quite fluid at elevated temperature, 
and pmvide an efficient t h m l  lamination process for prehnpregnated 
reinfomemen& nut readily achieved with the themceetting matrix resin 
systems. .%m~ examples of thermosetting and thermoplastic resins are 
listed in Table 7.5-2. 
The laqest data base of advanced structural ccanposites has been 
generated using thennosetting epoxy matrix resins. scnne examples of the 
stmngth and stiffness of various reinforcement filaments and the 
curnbination of filaments embedded in an epoxy resin matrix are CcBnpared 
with steel, aluminum, titanium and beryllium in Table 7.5-3. 
structural ocPnposites offer a significant reduction of individual 
piece part count due to the limited use of mechanical fastening methods 
required to assemble the structum. For example, a curved caarposite 
shell with trapezoidal hat-shaped stiffeners could be laminated in one 
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piece using autoclave processing, thus eliminating the need for riveting 
or adhesive bonding of the stiffeners to the shell. Thin sheets of 
chemically milled or machined titanium metal have been laminated lo~ally 
between plies of a stmchmd CQnpOsite to prwide high load bearing 
attadmu?& points for assably with other Structure. Titanium has been 
selected for these amlications based on specific strength, bearing 
strength, corrosion resistance, and luw coefficient of thermal 
expansion. Specific adhesion is accaplished between the titanium metal 
insert and the matrix resin of the structural ccgnposite to achieve a 
highly reliable structural assembly method. m e  titanium insert's shape 
and thickness profile are closely controlled to distrihte shear stresses 
at a law level and minimize stress raisers between the matrix resin and 
metal interface. 
?he ultimate tensile strength of aircraft materials is cmpared in 
the bar chart of Figure 7.5-1 tr- indicate the strength of stmctural 
ocsnposites versus selected aircraft metals. Aluminum mtal is the widely 
accepted aerospace structural material with a large applications data 
base. Aluminum has near uniform strength properties in all directions. 
By contrast, stmctural camposites may be highly anisatropic due to the 
preferred orientation of reinforcemnt plies. ?he ability to control the 
preferred strength direction of a capsite laminate by orienting the 
preddnant streqth direction of each ply can yield a CcRnpOsite having 
high strength in one direction. ?he ccrmposite would have lesser 
strength in the transverse planar direction and in the direction normal 
to the plane of the reinforcement plies. A strUctura1 camposite having 
preferred reinforcement orientation can surpass the tensile strength of 
titanium and have masses only 60 percent of an equivalent aluminum item. 
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'Ikae military and have generated a substantid data base on 
applications of advanced structurdl ccanposites for aerospace. 
The mecham 'cdl pmperties of structural VV beams made of steel, 
titanium, aluminum, and graphite epoxy ccmpx>site are ampared  in Table 
7.5-4. The mmnent of inertia 6f each of the beam is identical to permit 
correlation of beam stiffness I % T 1  and mass per5 unit length. The 
stiffness of the graphite q x y  canposite cc~npares favorably with that of 
the steel beam at approXimately one-fifth the mass. Judicious placement 
of ccarposite reinforcement plies in the construction of structural 
mmbers can equalize the stress levels throughout the ccarrposite 
stnbcture with a consequent savings in mass. 
In summary, aerospace advanced s t ruc tun l  ccanposites can be 
fabricated into ccanplex shapes with a significant piece part count 
reduction. The ability to laminate structure with =tal inserts provides 
inrreased capability of attachir.4 the at high load bearing 
locations. smooth laminate surfaces may be achieved without surface 
distortion where structural reinforcements are attach& by lamination or 
adhesive bonding. Laminate thickness control and predominant ply 
reinfomemnt orientation can pruvide custom tailored structure designed 
with m h h n n  mass to perform its load carrying function. M a s s  savings of 
15 to 47 percent have been achievd by substituting advanced structural 
capsites for conventional aluminun aircraft construction. It is 
anticipated that ATSS structures fabricated of advanced structural 
cmmposites would provide similar factor in mass savings. 
Filament or tape wound structures pmide a stressed skin pressure 
vessel from which habitats, safe havens, and gas pressure bottles can be 
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TABLE 7.5-4 03lPARZXlWE PRO- OF A SI'RU- 
(Ref- 7-19) 
Stee l  Titanium Aluminum Graphi tetEpoxy 
A36 6 AI-4V 7075-T6 Composite 
Moment of Inertia, I 
520.7 (12.51) 520.7 (12.51) 520.7 (12.51) 520.7 (12.51) 0 4  ( in4 
Modulus of Elasticity, E 
GPa (10 p s i )  186 (27) 117 (17) 69 (10) 179 (26) 
.. Stiffness, Ei MN-m2 ( l o 8  Ib-in2) O-'97 (3.38) 0.61 (2.13) 0.36 (1.25) 0.93 (3.25) 
Ultimate Tensile Stress 
MPa (ksi 1 552 (80) 1103 (160) 572 (83) 965 (140) 
Mass per Unit Length 
kglm ( lblft ) 7.7 (5.2) 4.3 (2.9) 2.8 (1.9) 1.5 (1.0) 
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made. F'urther matrix resin developent is required to prevent resin 
crazing when used for cryogenic storage of liquified gasses. 
7.6 Payload Mass Savings Effect on Mrmber of Launches wired 
T h e  use of advanced structural capsites can influence the n m b r  of 
launches required to assemble spacecraft MHllponents and subasmblies on- 
orbit. Each launch vehicle system is both payload size and mass limited, 
therefore, structural ccanposites provide mass savings permitting the 
delivery of more internal Strucrtures and equipnent per launch. For 
example, a structural ccsnposite might be substituted for a steel 
structure pruviding equivalent strength and stiffness for approximately 
one-fifth the m a s s .  '&is savings in m a s s  suggests a means for 
fabricating hand tools, support frames, machine tools, ~ r e s s o r s ,  and 
related equipent with significant mass savings. 
The assembly of the torus cn-orbit requires multiple launches to 
deliver subsenhlies of expndable structure to LM). The -le 
structures concepts identified in Table 7.1-1 as inflatable, hinge 
foldable, and telescopic auld each be fabricated of advanced structural 
ccanposites with significant savings in weight and consequent savings of 
launch vehicle fuel. 'Ihe inflatable and hinge foldable conaqts are 
payload volume restricted, therefore, no additional payload can be 
carried within their folded configurations. The innermoSt cylinder of 
the three telescoped cylinders auld carry additional payload up to the 
payload mass capability of the launch vehicle, thus reducing the number 
of follm-on launches by one-third required to deliver subsystem modules 
for outfitting the cylinders. 
t 
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The rigid modular NSIS external tank structure is fabricated of 
aluminum metal and muld not be outfittd with subsystem modules until 
after delivery to LEO. Follw-on launches would be required to deliver 
the mbqstem equipment for installation in the tanks. 
7.7 Conclusions and -tions 
The payload capacities for the five potential launch systems are 
sunrmarized in Table 7.7-1 and shuwn in conjunction with their ability to 
deliver a torus configuration to LEO. This camparison summary together 
with the description of the alternates pennit the folluwing conclusions 
or observations regarding a torus assembly, an elemental rotating space 
station, e;>rpandable structures concepts, use of camposites, and proposed 
launch vehicles. 
A torus can be assembled on-orbit fram cylinders. 
The cylinders can be fabricated as inflatable, hinge-foldable, and 
telescopic of advanced structural composites. 
Fdvanced structural ccarrposites can provide significant mass savings 
aver conventional aluminum alloy fabricated structure. 
The NsrS can deliver the cylinders t ( 1  cjlbit. 
The innermoSt of the telescoped q’linders could be delivered to 
orbit outfitted with subsystem ec~kj~jr-~~nt. 
The hinge foldable and telescopic t o m  cylinders could be delivered 
to LEO in a lesser number of lawdies than required for the NSTS if 
the Saturn V or Jamis launch veh;cles were available. 
The NsrS external tank auld be delivered to orbit for assembly of a 
t o r u s  or u s 4  as habitat modules of an elmental rotating space 
station. 
A HLLV proposed for the year 1995 can deliver fully assembled and 
outfitted cylindrical modules for on-rbit assembly of a torus. 
An advanced HLLV can deliver the torus in a minimum number of 
launches and requires the least EVA and IvA for assembly on-orbit. 
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Based on the above, it is recaplnnended that an advam=ed technology 
develope& program should em=canpass space station exp-dable structures 
and launch vehicle technologies. 
I 
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8.0 ATSS APPLICATION FOR UMAR BASE BUILD-UP AND MARS MISSION SUPFOFU' 
This section will provide a cursory examination of the requirements 
on the ATss for lunar and Mars missions. The pxpcse is to indicate 
areas where these missions might impact the design or operations of the 
ATSS rather than to provide a detailed examination of the fllpE)oTt that 
could be required as lunar and Mars mission are better defined. 
One of the design abjectives of the ATSS is to support space missions 
Tb this end, the that could use the A B  as a base for LEX) operations. 
ATSS has guarterS allocated for transient personnel, a larye assembly and 
berthing bay, and onboard manufacturing and fueling facilities. 
8.1 Planetary Missions 
In Reference 8-1, three different reference manned Mars missions were 
examined for their impact on the ATSS. These Mars missions are 
m i z e d  in Table 8.1-1. The impads on the ATSS w e r e  determined to be 
lxxninal, since as indicated above, one of the design objectives of the 
ATSS is to support planetary missions. The major new requirements are 
operations related and deal with items such as spacecraft assembly, Crrv 
activities, and onboard fuel production (which requires large energy use 
if Ha and 02 are produced on-board rather than being delivered frum 
-1 
Five planetary missions w e r e  examined in Reference 8-2 for their 
impact on a grawth version of the space station Freedam. The missions 
and the inpacts as described are presented in Tables 8.1-2 and 8.1-3. 
i 
The projected manhours required as sham in Table 8.1-3 for planetary 
missions support to be optimistic; the actual operational hours 
might be many tinps the estimates sham. 
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TABLE 8.1-3 
MISSION WACI'S ON THE SPACE !XXI'ION (Ref- 8-2) 
Requirements 
o Space station hardware 
required 
m-1 
No. of CIN refurbish kits 
Gantry tostack~stages 
No. of CYNs w e d  (not 
equipwit for two 
stage stack 
-tine M e  
Additional pcrwer, kn 
Additional thesnral m t m l ,  
no. of standard mcdules 
o Space station manhours 
r a  
-rake remaVal 
Fuel, release, and launch 
Rendezvous/retrieve OTV 
us* CMV 
Shuttle rendezvous/payload 
lX!lXW3l 
ULV fuel delivery 
retrieval using OMV 
Sample analysis and shipent 
Total mission manhwlls 
Mars Kapff Ceres I ' k r a r y  Titan 
Sample Sample Sample Orbiter Probes/ 
Return Return Return saturn 
miter 
0 1 1 0 1 
1 2 2 1 1 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
5 5 5 
1 1 1 
52 103 
21 
11 21 
24 36 
12 12 
3 
7 
a 
23 
2 
17 
a 
16 
- - 
14 1 236 
103 52 
21 
21 11 
36 24 
12 12 
12 2 
ia 7 
a 
16 
52 
21 
11 
24 
2 
10 
- - - 
247 108 12 0 
.- 
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8.2 Lunar Base Build-Up 
Scune of the details of the lunar base build-up of Reference 8-2 are 
given here. Although these projections m based on a grclwth version of 
the !Space Station M a n  and planned for the years 2005 through 2015, 
they can be applied to the ATSS as well. The projected cargo and 
propellant delivery to LM) needed to support a proposed --year lunar 
base build-up is sham in Figme 8.2-1. -1 needed for lunar sorties is 
delivered frum Earth as M2 and ID2 and constitutes a larye fraction of 
total launch mass. An ATSS based mission wuld still need the same 
amount of fuel, but on-board production using water delivered frum Earth 
supplemented by space station waste water wuld pravide sane savhg as 
indicated in Section 9 of Reference 8-1. The resultant projected 
material required to be delivered to the lunar surface is shuwn in Figure 
8.2-2. Most of this material is for a pemanent base consisting of five 
habitability modules, five research units, three production plants for 
oxygen, ceramics, hnd metals, and various support equipnent. The level 
of support activity at the ATSS inpacts the on-board operations and 
m a n p e r  time lines. In addition to receiving payloads frum Earth and 
sending materials to the Moon, (TTV or other transport vehicle servicing 
and repair will require ATss mupower and facilities. 
The lunar base manpmer build-up is sham in Figme 8.2-3. Implicit 
in this build-up is crew rotation, short stay-time specialists, visiting 
dignitaries, and medical emergency trips, all of which require a steady 
flaw of traffic thmugh the ATSS. The ATSS fllpports a crew of 60 which 
includes an allmance for about 14 transients. S h e  the lunar base 
tatal poplation is projected at 18, the lunar base traffic should not 
pose an UndLZe pmblem for the A m .  
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8.3 Interfaoe Between the ATSS and Lunar and Planetaxy Missions 
me interfaces between the ATSS lunar and planetary missions are 
summarized in Table 8.3-1. This table covers a range of possible 
missions (€&femme 8-3),  and same of the ita’s wmld not be applicable 
at the same time. For instanOe , nuclear engines for a planetary mission 
require OTV delivery of the crew to an originally urrmanned planetary 
vehicle at HEO, wh-s a chemically fueled engine wmld require vehicle 
fueling and crew d e p z t u ~  fram LM). 
8- 9 
I 
TABLE 8.3-1 SURVEY OF LLINAR AND mANGTARY MISSION ON ATSS 
Missim 
Delivery to ~YISS of 
mission related ha&mre, 
crew, and supplies f m  
Earth 
Delivery to ATSS of M 
needed for mission support 
Fbel pmdxztion owboard 
ATss for mission 
spacecraft 
Z&sably at ATSS of 
missian spacecraft 
m cmtmllability 
effects 
Operationdl support by 
m 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~requency of HL;Lvs, shuttles, aerospace 
planes or other vehicles to dock and 
service 
Fuel handling 
EUel storage 
Wible nuclear or fission fuel handling 
Delivery of H20 f m  E h h  followed by H2 
and % production on the AT% 
Delivery of regolith f m  the W n  folluwed 
by 0, production on the ATSS 
Cryogen facilities on ATSS to liquefy and 
store fuels 
Asserr33ly in berthing and assemJ2ly bay 
Assenhly of spacecraft too l aqe  for 
berthing and assembly bay 
Docking accessibility of other vehicles 
during mission spacecraft assembly 
interconnections: air locks, pawer, fluid 
exchanges, thermal control systems, 
ammnications 
to mission spacecraft 
Variable center of mass, center of 
pressure, and system inertia during build- 
up of mission spacecraft 
Delivery of Mars crew to HE0 after unmanned 
spacecraft traverse thtrxlgh van Allen 
radiation belts 
Quarantine facilities and sample prccessirq 
on AlSS for Mars sample return 
Lunar sorties of W s  supporting a lunar 
base buildup (-14 sorties per year for 10 
Y-) 
Machine shop and other facilities that 
provide repair for parts and vehicles that 
atherwise would be returned to Earth or 
sclilpped 
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9.0 I ~ F ' I C A T I O N  AND ASSESSMENT OF TEc"ou3Gy DEXEXIFMENE 
FOR T I E  AlJVANCEWEUDDLCGY SPACE STATION 
The ATSS, as its name implies, is based on the assunption that new 
and emqing techno1ogies will have advanced to the point of being viable 
for use in the A m .  The purpose of this section is to review these 
pacing technologies as cavered in previous reports of this series, to add 
further technology items, and to briefly assess possible variations of 
the ATSS as nuw configured. 
9.1 Identification and Ranking of Pacing Technologies 
A review of the State-of-the-art technology and technology forecast 
for the NASA Space Systems Tkchnology Model (Reference 9-1) helped 
identify technology trends to the year 2000. Literature reviews provided 
indications of developents and projected developents in many areas of 
technology. In Bferences 9-2 thruugh 9-4, state-of-the-art subsystems 
were reviewed, areas of studies identified, and pacing technologies 
assessed, respectively. 
Ranking criteria were developed fqr inaicating the technical need or 
criticality of t dno logy  areas felt necessary to make the ATS feasible 
by 2025. This cridria translate to a rrwlber f m  one to ten for each 
technology area, with the higher rnrmbers indicating the greater need. 
The ranking criteria as developed in Reference 9-4 are listed in Table 
9.1-1. In Ref- 9-4, pacing technolcqy items PEE identified and 
ranked, and these are included in Table 9.1-2. Reference 9-4 also 
provides the dispsqion of subsystem and synergies, function perfonned, 
particular features, and developent status for each of these items. 
additional items, resistojet thruster systems and attitude 
control technology of Table 9.1-2, are cavered below. 
9- I 
?he technical advance will enhance the perfomme 
of the subsystem or e1emen;t. 
acamplli- exist and could be incorporated with 
a modest axpdse  in weight, performance, operating 
ccqdexity, etc. 
Altemate means for 
Ihe degree of technical advance will define the 
@onname of the subsystem. 
limit the fllbsystpm performance and ccanprcanise other 
subsystem aperations. 
Alternate means would 
Ihe Meal advance is required for sutsystem 
aperation. Reduced performawes would caqrcxnise 
uthcz subsystem and impact the functioning 
capability of the ATSS. 
'ihe M c a l  advance has no alternative for 
accxmplishing the subsystem p e r f o m  and 
identified synerqies. 
The ATSS cannot be configumd without this 
-logy capability. 
* Higher n m  indicate greater need. 
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9.1.1 linpruved Resistojet lhruster systms 
The use of water as the pmpellant for orbit station keep- to 
counteract drag forces pennits c ~ ~ l y x l  m l y  and ccgnpetitive p e r  
consumption for the ATSS with no change in mass required for the 
prcrpellant. m e  resistojets can use water reclaimed from crew 
functions, the synergy with life support functions extends to use of the 
extra water generated from the oxidation of carbonaceous waste products. 
The resistojet pmpulsion system for the ATSS will need improvements 
for conteqorary technology in four areas. The thrust level of 
individual thrusters should be in the 5-10 N (1-2 lb) thrust Lange to be 
ccanpatible with the requirement for drag make-up. The target specific 
hipulse for mass equality needs to be 4044 N sec/kg (400 sec) or higher. 
specific consamption, which is a measure of electrical conversion 
effectiveness, should equal or exceed 0.3 N/W (0.067 lb/kW). In 
addition, lifetime should approach ten years of continuous service for 
the XES application. 
Resistojet technology using water as the propellant is being 
developed for the Space Station Freedam station keeping application. m e  
target lifetime is 10,000 hours, an3 the present specific impulse goal is 
approximately 2528 ,N sec/kg (250 sec). The Space Station F’reedcnn 
application emphasizes a -ti-propellant capability to take advantage of 
the constituentsl available fram the environmental control system. The 
performance and life fa- of the space Station Freedom application 
are influenced by this nnilti-propellant choice. The technology advances 
required for the ATSS application includes the development of higher 
tenperatu~ water campatible material$ for the resistor component to 
achieve the higher level of specific i n p l s e .  The current temperature 
9- 5 
limit is appruximately 1400% (25009). ‘Ihe develapnent of greater 
thrust levels and power efficiency shculd inprWe w i t h  scale size.  Ihe 
thrust level mst be inrreased to  aocamrodate the maghitude of the ATss 
drag canpared w i t h  that for the space station Mat. 
CSiticalityRanking: 3 
9.1.2 A t t i t u d e  control l?echology Assessment 
As spacecmft jnmease in size,  the environmental toques (due to  
gravitygradient, aerodynarm ’c forces, and solar pressure forces), and the 
associated angular momenta acting on the spacecraft w i l l  also im=rease. 
Section 5 of this report showed that for the A m ,  the envhomnmtal 
torques (primarily that caused by the gravity gradient) arrd angular 
mawmtum were several orders of magnitude greater than those to  w h i c h  act 
upan exieing spacecraft. It w a s  also sham werccgRing these 
environmental disturtwx=es required a large, probably unacceptable, mass 
carried either as fuel or a nmbr of current technology control-mament 
gyros- 
The situation has been anticipated and w a s  a driver i n  the 
develapnent of dual cauntesrotating wheels, magnetically suspekled 
angular mmentum control devices, and laxye-angle magnetic bearing 
gyros. These devices pmvide s ~ n e  relief relative to  the mass (and 
-1 requ- of the more cmventional m. 
The disccnrery of wwhigh-temperatu.relw superconducting materials 
a m  to hold nu& p d s e  for application t o  the develapment of 
reasoMbly law-weight, lm-pmer torquers. Reference 9-5 discusses this  
area of devel-t and contains p r e l h h q  estimates of the puwer and 
mass of several types of torquers design& for an application requiring a 
9-6 
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torque of 34,000 N-m (25000 Ib-ft) ; the angular mamentUm is 50,000 N-m-s 
(36,880 Ib-ft-sec). A ccsnparison of the devices is as follms: 
Toruuers mer, kw Mass. kq ( I b l  
superconltuctjng Magnetic Bearings 7 530 (1170) 
Gimbal Torquers 60 12700 (28000) 
Conventional Magnetic Bearings 200 2500 (5510) 
Large Angle Magnetic Bearings 11.5 5300 (11700) 
mese preliminary results are quite impressive relative to the 
potential of s b p e r m ~ j n g  technology aw1ication to torquers. 
Developnents in this area should be followed closely. 
9.2 Technology Trends 
The conceptual configuration of the ATSS was based on three major 
p d S e S :  
lkcbnology trends would be reviewed, and new technology deemed 
available around the year 2025 would be used where feasible. 
The ATSS would support the 17 functions identified in Reference 9-2 
and repeated hqrein as Table 9.2-1. 
Artificial gsaviw would be a necessity and would be pruvided by a 
rotating habimt. 
An observation often made abut ted'molajy projections is that we 
i 
tend to be too optimistic in the short run and too pessimistic in the 
long term. perfiaps it is because it is easier to see the need for a 
sametimes costly impruvement on a current concept (without always 
considering the schedule and cost implications) than to accurately assess 
haw a new technology gain in another field may be applied to the same 
9- 7 
TABLE 9.2-1 FUNCI'IONS BE 
BY TIHE -lD3Y SPACE STATION 
1. A penm-ent absewatory to look down upon the Earth and out into the 
universe. 
2. An orbiting science, medical, materials, and new technologies 
laboratory. 
3.  A m i c e  and repair facility for payloads, spacecraft, and 
platforms. 
4. An asserhly facility where laqe structures or spacecraft coqonents 
are marrufactured and/or assembled and ch- out. 
5. A tmrsportation node payloads and vehicles are collected, 
stationed, processed, and launched and where fuel is manufactured. 
6 .  A safe habitat for space crews. 
7. A cammications m o r  relay station for manned or unmanned 
spacerraft. 
flights. 
8 .  An adaptation area (in variable Ilg*@) in preparation for long space 
9. A storage node for food, fuel, spare parts, etc. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. A tourism attraction. 
15. 
16. A technology demonstration facility. 
A variable llgll researdl facility. 
A cconarvJscial manufacturhg facility (drugs, crystals, etc.) 
An enervy collection and relay station. 
A diagnostic, medical, and convalescent facility. 
A horticultural researdl and food cj-mdth facility. 
17. A control center for manned and unmanned spacecraft. 
9-8 
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problem. As an example, an HLLV to lift biqer and heavier payloads is 
easy to project, but the amlication of superconductivity to provide high 
energy magnetic rail launchers as a first stage launch facility may 
eventually pmve to be a less costly and more reliable method of delivery 
of mass to LEX). 
Many of the pacing technologies discussed in Section 9.1 identified 
In fact, to base the the need for i q x o v ~ t s  of current capabilities. 
AT'S on a design concept that had a criticality rating of 10 (Cannat 
achieve the A W  without this capability) and also require a major 
technology breakthrough to obtain the concept could be self-defeating. 
It is still interesting, huwever, to speculate on technology trends that 
might reshape or redefine the A E S  as m projected. 
A few technology trends that could cause major ATSS changes are noted 
belUW. 
A. Medical advances might conceivably prwide techniques to overcane the 
adverse effects of weightlessness on the human body and obviate the 
need for a 1 W e  radius, rotating configuration. Discavery of 
medically beneficial effects of weightlessness for the cure of 
certain ailments might qreatly inrrease the traffic to the station 
and hcrease the area devoted to hospital functions and medical 
research. 
4 
B. Fusion p e r  (w cavered in Section 4) amid physically reduce the 
area devoted to solar energy collection. High efficiency radiators 
such as liquid droplet radiators would further reduce the l q e  
surface areas needed. The availability of fusion pmer would also 
mdify the prapulsion system design and enhance the on-board 
manufacturing capability. 
9- 9 
C. Practical high-temperature superconductivity would reflect 
thmughout the station design, resulting in 1- pmer requirements 
and readily available high intensity magnetic fields. In addition, 
energy storage might be adeved in high c=uzTent indu-. 
Magnetic torquing might be one of the first supmcducting 
applications as indicated in Table 9.1-2. 
Finally, the fast moving trerds in c x 2 n p b r  tedlnology and 
artificial intelligence cauld impact crew requimhents, implyh~~ an 
autoncunous, self-tending, self-repairing station wherein the operational 
aspects and mchanical tasks  axe larqely given over to conputers, 
teleoperabrs, androbatics. 
.- 
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The system descriptions extend the previous camparison study of solar 
dynamic and nuclear fission (Reference A-1) to include ~ ~ 2 3 8  
radioisotope decay, fusion, and advanced photmoltaic sources for ATSS 
electrical power. ?he h-dividual descriptions begin with an assessment 
of technology status or rationale for selection of the particular 
configuration and include an evaluation of potentially viable options 
within each of the alternatives. The descriptions contain the detail 
necessary to estimate masses, identify requirements for controls, and 
discuss any configuration-particular concerns associated with the use of 
that system for electrical power generation. The comparisons and 
rankings of the system are presentd in the main body of this report as 
Section 4, and address the effects of mass, control requirements, and the 
particular concerns associated with the use of that configuration for 
generation of electrical puwer aboard the ATSS. 
All of the desqriptions continue to use the same set of thermodynamic 
paramtens defined in the course of previous studies (References A-2 and 
A-3) and include: 
1. Heat is convert& into electrical enervy with a 40-percent throughpplt 
efficiency. 
2. The radiators for the converters qerate at 320 K (576%) and 
dissipate 0.59 1&J/Ir2 (0.055 kW/ft2) using wastewater for the coolant. 
closed cycle gas turbines with gaseous N2 as the 3.  The comerten 
working fluid, and liquid NaK to provide the heat input. 
A- 1 
4. ?he individual converters generate 450 kW and deliver 425 )&J to the 
A!IS as 400 Hz 440 V, three-phase electricdl pawer. (Table A-1 
S z e s  the thermodyMrm 'c cycle for conversion of heat energy to 
electrical F r .  ) 
$ 
A.1 RADxoIsulnPE DE;cAY HEAT SaJRm (Fu238) 
A.l.l RaaioisOtape Decay System Considerations 
Radioisotqe decay heat sources have an extensive history in 
spaceflight applications. 'Ihe prhipdl radiuactive material and mode 
for application has been the plutonium isotope of mass nu.nker 238 as the 
hat junction for a thennoelectric generator (Referen=e A-4). The best 
1 
known of these units has been the SNAP 19 configuration which powered the 
I7iIc.b-g larder am3 the SNAP 27 configuration which the ALSEP lunar 
instnnnerrtation packages deployed as part of the Apollo program. The 
table of isatapeS (%feeme A-5) lists a nunber of potential candidates 
for heat wurce wlications. HUW~VCX within that list, ~ ~ 2 3 8  becomes 
the isotope of choice for an ATSS. FU238 shws a half life of 89 years 
which pruvides a near-constarrt power outp t ,  plus a generous decay energy 
in the fonn of 5.5 wv alpha particles. ?he energy release occurs with 
only l a d  energy ganuna radiation, arrl the decay products have long half 
lives (U234 at mre than lo5 years and at 80,000 years). As puo2 
the the heat released is about 5.3 W/cm3 (87 W/in3). Most system 
aFrplications take advantage of the chemically inert oxide and carry the 
AEo2 fuel as sintend pellets. 
.- 
A-2 
c 
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TABLE A-1 SUMMARY OF ENEEGY 03WERSION P A I W E E S  
FDR 2550 kW 
A. convesSion of t h d  energy to electricdl energy by six closed cycle gas turbine 
driven alternators, 0.4 conversion efficiency. parameters apply t o  ea& unit. 
Mass FlW Gaseaus N2 
Compression Ratio 
Compressor Inlet Pressure 
Cycle 'Jkmexature 
Compressor  Inlet 
Compressor  Outlet 
Regenerator Outlet 
Turbine Inlet 
Turbine Outlet 
Premoler Inlet 
Precooler Outlet 
4.08 kg/sec 
2.666 
2.07 MPa 
350 K 
471 K 
783 K 
1047 K 
815 K 
502 K 
350 K 
(9lb/=) 
(300 p i a )  
(631%) 
(849%) 
(1401%) 
(1886%) 
(1468%) 
(906%) 
( 63 1%) 
E h e r s y I n p r t , b Y = L i ~ - H e a t ~  
NaK Flaw 39.4 kg/sec (86.9 lb/sec) 
N a K  Inlet 1076 K (1937%) 
NaK Outlet 1048 K (1887%) 
Alternator Output 450 kW Total 
Delivered Energy to ATSS 425 kW 
EslersyRejectedtoEhrdiatrns 
Water Flaw 5.58 k g / m  
Radiator Inlet 350 K 
12.3 lb/sec 
(631%) 
A- 3 
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TABLE A-l  StJMY?W OF ENEw;y CXNVE2EION fi?WMEERS 
FOR 2550 kW (ooncluded) 
Eneqy Rejected to Itadiatars (ocntl,d) 
Radiator Cutlet 322 K 
Radiation surface 
Temperature 
320 K 
(5819) 
(5769) 
B. Conversion of Solar Enfxgy to D i r e c t  Curren t  0.2 Cornrersion Efficiency, 
Deliver AC equivalent 
Bus Voltage at ATSS 
Continuous Current Rqu i red  9107 A 
280 V 
. .  
. 
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isatope and then resubjected to neytrpn radiation for conversion into 
the ~ ~ 2 3 8 .  TIE presently used process is amplac and costly, since the 
w2n reaction shows only a two percent occurrence in  the irradiation of 
U238. On the other hand, a laxye quantity of Fu238 resides w i t h i n  the 
present hen to ry  of used power reactor fuel elemme. A national energy 
policy to h p l d  breeder-type LpilctoLs could provide a slrpply of pU238 
as a by-prodtuct to the fuel reprocessing cycle. 
A heat source us- Fu238 mst have enough fuel to sustain 2550 IcW 
over the AlSs mission life tire of ten years. Ihe system nust have 
built-in m i e s  such that the heat can always be attracted frm the 
SCIUIC~. In d t i o n ,  the system IILlst have the shielding necessary to 
attenuate the law energy gamma radiation and stray neutrons associated 
with the radioactive decay. The concept therefore utilizes two 
inaepenaent cores as heat sazces, each driving three converters. me 
convertem nust have a capability for cross feed which pennits either 
core to drive any three collverters. me c0;IICept also has the contingency 
capability for operating the colnrerters a t  higher pressures to assure 
continuruaus extraction of heat f m  the cores. ?he concept includes a 
means for harrtuhg heat generation during core loadings, start up, and 
final shut down. Finally, the colloey3t places the cores ard heat transfer 
elements within a man-rated radiation shield. These features are 
A- 5 
described beluw and lead to assessnents of mass, description of controls, 
axdadiscuss ian of the W t i n g  &ti- associated w i t h  a CQntUlu ' O u s  
heat saJln2. 
A.1.2 System Fea- for a Radioisotope Decay Fuwr=r soUn=e 
 he principal features for .the ~ ~ 2 3 8  radioisotope decay pwer system 
are shown in Figure A-1; the Systepn consists of the core, the heat 
transfer elements, and the accamnodatims for fueling and start up. Each 
feature interacts w i t h  the uthers to s ~ n e  degree: the interactions are 
addressed in descriptions which follow. 
A.1.2.1 Core -, Fmer Level Definition 
?he 89-year half-life for Fu238 decay results in an eiat-percent 
reduction in heat generation aver a ten-yeax life span. For this 
application the initial fuel invent0 ry will develop 2780 kW as 463 )&J 
ea& frm six COINerters and decay to 2550 kW fropn six converters aftex 
ten years of operation. T h i s  range of pmer ou tp t  is w i t h i n  the 
a m t m l  and operating capabilities of the baseline converters. The 
in i t i a l  thenml output frow each core is 3475 kW. ?he decay energy fram 
FU238 is 0.13 kW per gram mol, which equates to an i.nitial h e n t o r y  of 
7217 kg (15913 lb) of q. T h i s  &de has a density of 11460 kg/m3 (716 
lb/ft3). Therefore, the volume of puoZ in each core is 0.63 m3 (22.2 
ft3). TO inprove thermal ' v i 3  and the extractiOn of heat, the 
puDz is mixed w i t h  an equal volume of Be0 resulting in a tatdl fueled 
volume of 1.26 I$ (44.5 ft3) and fueled mass of 8980 kg (19800 lb). The 
accarollDdation of the fuel mix and details of the core configuration 
address both heat transfer and wnt- heat release considerations: 
b 
.. 
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Figures A-2 and A-3 shm the pertinent details of the core concept. The 
fuel mix is contained in hexagonal shaped segments 11.1 cm (4.4 in) long 
by 5 cm (2 in) acms the flats. A fuel element consists of 12 segmnts, 
and the core contains 586 such fuel elements in the form of a right 
circular cylinder 1.34 m (4.4 ft) in diameter and 1.34 m (4.4 ft) long. 
The fuel elements are inserted and locked into a hexhgonal cell st ructure  
with a tubesheet and header at one end. All fllpporthg structure and 
cladding utilizes a metal alloy ccanpatible with liquid NaK. One 
candidate alloy is 79N-13Cr-7Fe, and this alloy has bee.n used for 
estimates of mass. I 
A.1.2.2 Heat Transfer Considerations 
?he equal-volume mix of FuO2 and Be0 results in a power density of 
Some spontaneous fissions occur within Pu238. 2.65 W/m3 (43.4 W/in3). 
I H m e v e r ,  the mte is many orders df magnitude below the alpha particle 
emissions and would not cause unacceptable radioactivity within either 
the Na or K. Therefore, the core can be cooled directly by the NaK flow 
that powers the werters. The flm rate and temperature rise within 
the core match the flow rates for three converters and the temperature 
I 
I 
drap thruugh the high -&re heat excharrgers in the converters. A 
NaK flow rate of 118 Wsec (260 lb/sec) through 586 tubes of 1.5 an (0.6 
in) dianreter yields IMximrm wall temperatures of 1082 K (1947%) and 
-1 temperatures of 1100 K (1980%) which are 55 to 60 K (100 to 108%) 
bel- the corresponding fuel and wall teqeratures for a fission reactor 
(Fleference A-1). The coolant flow passages for the Fu238 could utilize 
the same concept as for the fission reactors. In this case the inlet NaK 
pzwides a coolant passage between the Zro;! insulation (see Figure A-2), 
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and the core and flows into an inlet plenum. The NaK flcrws thraugh the 
fuel element passages into an outlet plenum before distribution to the 
individual converters. E l e c b x m g n e t i c  ~nrmps (see Figure A-4) in the 
cold (NaK inlet) lines drive the flow. 
A.1.2.3 Acx=arnrrodations for Fueling and Start Up 
The contirmouS heat released by radioactive decay requires an equally 
The concept for the core places the ContinuoUS heat extraction process. 
fuel mix in small (5 gn (2 in) hexagonal by 11.1 an (4.4 in) long) 
sinterable segments which have manageable t h d  r q u h e m m t s .  A ttmwtl 
fuel segment is a 494 W heat source. An assenbled fuel element ready for 
insertion generates 5.93 1&J. merefore, the assembly and hanaing uni t  
includes a coolant flw. 
shuwn in Figure A-1. 
?his feature is included i n  the system concept 
The concept for insertion of fuel elements into the 
core is 
Plenum, 
azimth 
second 
included in  the fuel access cap details of Figure A-2. ?he inlet 
insulation, and shield become a rotatable assembly capable of any 
position relative to the core structure. w i t h i n  the assembly, a 
independent ratator provides radial positioning for a 'third 
ttinsertion rotatortt. A Ccanbhtion of angular positions for the azimuth 
and radial ratators w i l l  align the center line of the third ratator mer 
any of the 586 fuel element locations. 
rotator aligns a fuel elemnt w i t h  the hexagonal cells in the core. 
An angular position of the third 
A 
muvemnt of a mer plate (a disk w i t h  an off-center hole) allcrws 
insertion or r e m a ~ l  of a fuel element. The insertion involves latches, 
I 
flaw control elements, and adjustments in the liquid metal volume. One 
of the system th- 'c considerations is the extraction of heat 
unt i l  enaqh fuel has been installed to power a converter. The NaK-to- 
A - 1 1  
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H20 heat exchanger identified in Figure A-1 provides that i n t e r i m  
capability. 
- .  
The heat exchanger transfers 1150 MJ thruugh a 1 m (3.3 ft) long 
multi-tube counterflow unit. Ihe NaK flms in 68 tubes 2.5 cm (1 in) in 
diameter, water flms in 56 tubes 1.2 can (0.5 in) in dieter. The 
tubes are hrbdded in silicon carbide to provide the thermal gradient 
buffer between NaK at 1076 K (1936%) and water  coolant. 
Tlre th- 'c and physical parameters for a Pu238 based heat 
sounx are summarized in Table A-2. 
A.1.3 Shielding Requirements 
The table of isotopes (Reference A-5) lists six gamma rays for Pu238 
all with W i e s  beiw 1 MeV and relative intensities of 0.038 percent 
or less. A sununhg of the gama activity for the core configuration 
yields the following energy source terms: 
Gama Energy within the Core 8.50 X lo7 MeV/Cm3Sec 
Core Surface Activity for A = 4.25 m , 3 . 6 1  x lo8 MeV/cm2sec 
Gama Energy into the Shield 1.46 x lo8 MeV/an2sec 
(1.4 x 107 mv/in3~ec) 
( A = 1.67 in) (2.3 x 109 ~ev/in2~ec) 
(9.5 x 108 MeV/in2Sec) 
If the allowable ~XPQSUE to these ganm rays is established as less than 
4000 ~ a e ~ / c m Z s e c  (2 .5  x 104 ~ev/in%ec) then the required attenuation must 
exceed 3.65 x lo4 (Reference A-7). A @eld thickness of 11 relaxation 
lengths will attenuate by a factor of 5.9874 x lo4 and thereby is an 
adequate thickness for the shield. The calculation of shield volumes and 
weights employs the d e l  developed for the fission reactors with both 
! 
cores a m n  shield (Figure A-5). The shielding paramete= and 
masses are summarized in Table A-3 for the options of a lead or steel 
shield. The requirements for fueling access limit the acceptable shield 
A - 1 3  
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T m  A-2 SUMMARY OF THEPMIDYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AND PHYSICAL P- 
FOR A Pu238 RADIOISCYIYIPE DECAY HEAT SOUFXX 
Thermal Ferf0nnanc.e Parameters: 
mermal Energy Required fmm Each core (initial) 
H e a t  Transfer Area, 586 Tubes 1.5 an dia, 134 an long 
(0.625 in) (52.75 h) 
Average H e a t  Transfer Required 
I M a x h  W a l l  Temperature 
I Maxinnrm Fuel Temperature 
, Liquid Metal Flow Rate 
Liquid M e t a l  Temperature In 
out 
I 
Fuel El-t Handling Considerations: 
H e a t  Generated by a Fuel Segment (storage) 
H e a t  Generated by a Fuel Element Assembly (insertion) 
H e a t  Generation for a Launch and Rendezvous 
(for half a c o n v e r t e r )  
H e a t  Generation a t  Recovery (10-yrs life 
for half a converter) 
3475 kw 
37 m2 
(398 f t2) 
92 M/m2 
(8.54 kw,/ft2) 
1082 K 
(1948%) 
1102 K 
(1983%) 
118.2 kg/sec 
(260.6 lb/sec) 
1048 K 
(1886%) 
1076 K 
(1936%) 
0.495 kEJ 
5.93 1&J 
580 kW 
527 kw 
A- 14 
1 Top (Rectangle) 
2 Cap (Cylinder) 
3 End (Cylinders) 
4 Pairing (Toriod) 
5 Filler (Cylinder) 
6 Side (Rectangle) 
‘Figure A-5 Shield Element Model 
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thickness such that concrete at 1.1 m (3.6 ft) thickness or water at a 
3.3 m (10.8 ft) thiclcness bwld not be ccrmpatible with fueling 
aperations. The lead and steel shields have significant masses. 
However, they represent a m i n h  mass condition for gamma en- 
released fran any of the candidate isatapes for radioactive decay 
(Reference A-5). All the other candidates have a larger fraction of the 
decay energy appearing as gamm radiation. In &est quantities (up to 
10 lug) pU238 does not require a dedicated gama shield. For example, the 
fuel rod for the ALsEp package was transported within the man-rated 
portion of the Apollo ~unar Excursion Module. 
A.1.4 SUmMlry of System Masses 
%e masses which camprise the ~ ~ 2 3 8  system are summarized in terms of 
the core elements, the shield, the converters, and the radiator. Each of 
these features is described briefly below, and Table A-4 sumanarizes the 
mass contributions for each element. 
A.1.4.1 Core Elements 
The fuel mixtures of puo2 at 11460 w/m3 (712 lb/ft3) and Be0 at 2800 
lq/m3 (175 lb/ft3) comb& to fonn the major single element. The 
cladding and support structure include all of the tubes, tube sheets, 
headers, and the elements of the rotators which contact liquid metal. 
L 
'Ihe mass estimates are based upon a 79Ni-13Cr-7Fe allay at 8400 kg/m2 
(525 lb/ft3) which represent present practice for containing liquid 
metal. 'Ihe liquid metal ducts which ipterwnnect the cores use 10 m (33 
ft) of 0.1-m (4-in) diameter tubing with 6 nnn (0.24 in) walls and three 
electromagnetic lxrmps (one in ea& COTNerter return line) as the flow 
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TABLE A-4 SUMMARY OF MASS lZSTIMATES FDR A W 3 8  RADIOACTI3E HEXI' 
s(xTRcE 
A. H e a t  Generation and Heat Transfer E l e n m t s  
Fuel Mix (Equal volumes of 8980 
m02r E=)) (19800) 
Cladding and Core S t r u c t u r e  3530 
(7784) 
Core Insulation Layer (ZrO2) 4670 
LiquidMetal (NaK) Ixlcthg, 
(10297) 
14  00 
I (3087) 
pcrmps 
LiquidMetal (NaK) 4 50 
(992) 
Heat Exchanger 
B. System Elements 
Shield- Mass 
2310 
(5093) 
21340 
(47053) 
17966 
(39600) 
7060 
(15567) 
9340 
(20594) 
2800 
(6174) 
900 
(1984) 
4620 
(10187) 
42680 
(94106) 
LEAD SHIELD STlmLIsHIELD 
101305 113120 
(223377) (249429) 
H e a t  Generation and Transfer 42680 42680 
(94106) (94106) 
~~nverters, ixa t  
3836 kg (8458 Ib) ea 23016 23016 
(50750) (50750) 
Radiators, six a t  
27256 kg (60099 Ib) ea 163536 163536 
(360596) (360596) 
.. 
s m  m& 330537 342352 
(728829) (754881) 
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drivers. In aperation, ea& core will have a fluwing volume of about 0.6 
m3 (21.2 ft3) of NaK at 730 kg/m3 (45.6 &/e3). 
T h d  insulation consists of a 10 can (4 in) thick layer of ZrO2 at 
50-perCent density (3200 kg/m3, 200 &/e3) which ,surmw& the core plus 
an 8- (3.1-in) thick layer of ZrO2 that encases al l  of the liquid metal 
lines, p m p ,  and valves. The transient (s ta r t  up) heat exchanger 
consists of the diverter, the fluw ducting, the silicon carbide buffer, 
headers, leads, insulation, and pmps for both the liquid metal and the 
radiator coolants. In the configuration shown, the heat generating fuel 
mix plus its necessary contahmnt account for nearly 60 percent of the 
core mass, and the heat retaining insulation makes the second largest 
mass contribution. 
A.1.4.2 Shields 
The shields have mass estimates which are more than double the 
contribution from the heat generation and heat transfer cmponents. 
These estimates of shield masses are conservative for the attenuation of 
gamma energy from a Pu238 soume. For the ATSS application, man-rated 
shield mass aoc(xults for more than 30 percent of the total system m a s s .  
A.1.4.3 converters 
The converters are the same units as those defined for the solar 
dynamic Systems; Figure A-6 shm the principal features (Reference A-1). 
The converters will experience a slm decrease in pawex output over the 
10-year operating life, with outputs &ing from 463 kW at start up, to 
425 kW at end of life. These changes are well within the range of power 
amomnodation by adjustments in the operating ambient pressures. Ixlrhg 
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the fueling and start up seque.nce, convertexs may need to operate above 
.. 
their rated power levels for a short period of time and thereby make use 
of the pclc~ier margins available. The masses for the converbxs in the 
radioisotope application are the sam as defined earlier for the baseline 
solar dynamic system, and represent 1 4  than IO percent of the total 
mass for the system. 
A.1.4.4. Radiators 
The radiator assembly consists of the same number of radiating panels 
for ez1c31 converter as employed for the baseline solar dynamic system; 
Figure A-7 shws the principal details for a panel. The principal 
differences are in the potential range of coolant temperatures and 
location. The radioqctive decay system carries all 612 panels in three 
circumferential rows around the platform with cross flow 
interconneCtions to offset the effects of the Earth in the radiation 
field of view. For pu238 radioisotope heat source, the radiators becane 
the laqest single element of mass and contribute almost half the total  
mass for the system. 
The accomm3atipn of fueling and start up presents the potential for 
operation at o t h ~  than the naminal taperatwe range. The radiator 
-lation that supports a converter dissipates 650 kW f m  a heat 
b p t  of 1124 kW’while operating with coolant temperatures that range 
from 350 K (630%) inlet to 322 K (580%) at the outlet. The radiator 
could dissipate 1124 kW if the coolant wuld opemte between a 389 
(700%) inlet and 362 K (651%) outlet, huwever the coolant could not be 
water at atmospheric pressure (boiling point is 373 K, 672%). On the 
other hand, the converters could probably operate stably at 60 percent of 
‘ 1  
t 
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rated pmzr such that the radiator coolant remained within nominal 
operating limits. The entire system could be brcught to full power by 
balancing and sharing heat loads between radiators, therefore the masses 
for the radiator do not include an hrmment for an additional coolant. 
A. 1.5 Control Considerations 
Controls for a pU238 radioactive decay heat source which drive six 
converters mst provide a steady, continuow e x m e  of heat and supply 
of electrical p e r .  The redudamies within the system assure an 
interrupted flow of the core coolants. The control requirements are 
summarized in Table A-5 for the core heat transfer and in Table A-6 for 
the converters and radiator. The controls for the converters and 
radiators are the same as those for both the solar dynamic and nuclear 
fission systems described earlier. The installation places all six 
converters at a central location in an arrangemnt similar to that for a 
nuclear fission system (Wference A-1). 
After fuel insertion has been completed, operations are continuous 
and essentially stxady state throughout the ten-year lifetime. In the 
continuow aperation, a slow cyclic variation cauld occur in the fluw 
distribution within the radiator panels. Earth viewing panels would not 
have the same he@ transfer as space viewing panels, and same cyclic 
adjustments in panel flow rates m y  be required to keep the compressor 
inlet conditions mnqtant. 
start-up (and Lveritual shutdawn) involve stepchange transients in 
the thema1 autput of a core. The insertion of each fuel element 
generates a predictable &aye in the thermal balance of the systan, and 
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the fuel- seqwnce provides for the converter start-up transients. 
However, start-up and ShutdCJwn are one-time events. 
A. 1.6 Particular Considerations 
The considerations particular to a Pu238 heat source relate to the 
helium released as the alpha particle decay practuot and the transport of 
fuel fran Earth to the ATSS o&dt. 
I 
A. 1.6.1 Helium Fteleased as Alm Particles 
The ala particle decay results in the generation of helium at the 
rate of one. He atom per decay event. For the fuel mix defined, the 
helium release m t s  to 94 m i l l i g r a m  per hour (-0.5 standard liter) . I 
I The fueled segments mst accanrmodate this release as control of the 
I sinter densities and provisions for a diffusion vent in the end caps. 
Ektraction of helium f m  the NaK cdn be accomplished in a secondary loop 
containing a centrifugal separator. The alpha particle decay rate makes 
~ ~ 2 3 8  a very toxic isatope if inhaled as dust or ingested as a food 
contammant (Reference A-7). Preparation of the fuel segments on Earth 
nust include the appmpriate measures for protection. On the other hand, 
a sintered mix of puo;! and Be0 is chemically inert to soil or life- 
related processes. As a cladded fuel segment aboard the ATSS, the h a z d  
to personnel reduces to jus t  therrrrally hot metal. 
A. 1.6.2 Thermal Control lxlring Fabrication and Transport 
13338 requires thennal control froan the time of formation o m .  
The irdividual fuel Segments have been sized to approxhate the heat 
sources presently used for thermoelectric generators; therefore, 
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fabrication and 0 n - M  storage of the fuel segmnts does not present 
any new considerations. On the other hard, the transport of a workable 
fuel quantity presents a particular thennal consideration. A quantity of 
fuel seqents equal to half-pmer for a converter has a thennal output of 
580 MJ that must  be acccBRllodated continuously fran prelaunch preparation 
Until orbi ta l  rendezvous. A four-how flight time frwm lift-off to 
rendezvous with the A m  would require a total heat dissipation equal to 
evaporating 5500 kg (12127 lb) of water at atmospheric pressure. 
cmsequently, the fuel transport vehicle may require a minimum I*livel1 
payload of 7300 lq (16096 lb) as transported fuel and evaporated water 
coolant. In such a configuration, transport to orbit requires 12 
launch- of a dedicated spacerraft that has a mSninal mass of 10000 kg 
(22050 lb) at lift-off. At rendezvous the fuel transporter needs access 
to the equivalent of a cornrerter radiator while the fuel segments are 
assembled and loaded into the core. 
A.2 FUSION p(swER 
A.2.1 Fusion as a Potential Heat Saurce 
Fusion reactions involving the isotopes of hydmgen offer a mass 
efficient source of heat. Present research into fusion puwer works with 
the fusion reaction between deuterium (hydrogen of atomic mass nmber 2) 
and tritium (hydrogen of atdc mass nunher 3) which provides helium of 
mass number 4 and an extra neutron (Reference A-8). ' Ihis reaction has 
the lawest energy threshold for ignition (4.4 KeV) and constitutes the 
principal thennonuclear reaction within the weapon knam as the "H b m n b 1 I .  
At the present t b ,  thennonuclear weapons are the only systems which 
I 
generate more enervy f m  fusion than that required to initiate a 
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thermmclear reaction; h-er, controlled fusion, in w h i c h  the energy 
released m a w  the energy inpt, is anticipated within the next half 
decade. The prcqects for controlled fusion as a heat s(xvce appear 
within reach by the year 2000; therefore, fusion pmer becosnes a 
candidate for the ATSS. 
The configuration of a fusion heat sourr=e for the AlSS is determined 
by the tedmique used for initiating the fusion reaeion. Fusion ocr=urs 
when an atm of deuterium and an atom of tritium can be b-t to the 
point where the attracting nuclear forces exceed the electmstatic 
replsion forces. once the two nuclei are within the proximity range for 
the nuclear forces, the protons and neutrons rearrange into a %est 
stable" configuration and release the excess binding energy. For the 
deuterium-tritium reaction the most  stable configuration becomes a helium 
atan containing two protons and two neutrons plus a free neutron. 'me 
reaction releases 17.6 MeV with 1,elium recoil at 3.5 MeV and the neutron 
emitted with 14.1 MeV (velocity approxhtely one eighth the speed of 
light, Fkference A-8). Present research has identified three potential 
approaches to controlled fusion pmw. These are described briefly below 
and thereby show the rationale for the selection of an inertially- 
confined laser-ignited system for the power source. 
A.2.1.1 Magnetically Confined, Plasma Ignited Fusion 
mion pc~wer systems that use magnetic fields interacting with gases 
in a plasma state (lm density, single atoarrs, ionized) have received the 
major portion of fusion research. The system have generated acronym 
based names such as llStellaratorll, llMars Tandem Mirror1', IIElmo wrmpy 
Torus11, etc. Systems which magnetically confine the plasma into a toroid 
I ,  
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have been studied extensively by a nunber of nations, and these studies 
have wined the name ff!lthmkff froan the Russian acronym for a 
magnetically confined toroidal chambex (Reference A-8). Magnetically 
confined systms initiate fusion by heating a plasma m i x t u r e  of deuterium 
and tritium gasses to the point w h e  the thermal velocity energy can 
wercume the coulamb electrostatic replsion. Magnetically confined 
plasmas have the potential for continuous controllable fusion and a 
number of experimental system (principally Tokamak configurations) have 
ignited their plasmas and operated continuously. To date, huwever, no 
system has obtained more energy than that required for the cambination of 
plasma control, fuel injection, and the extraction of combustion 
products. Break-even p e r  generation is the next technical goal and is 
anticipated for a Tokamak configuration within the next half decade. The 
principal features are illustrated by Figure A-8. m e  considerations 
pertinent to a space p e r  application include: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
Magnetic confinement involves toroidal fields in the range from 
50,000 to 150,000 gauss supplemented by auxiliary vertical 
fields. superconductivity is a requirement (present systems 
have cryogenic cooling by liquid helium). 
Plasma heating to ignition tenpratures  nxpires an auxiliary 
p e r  input, (mesent systems use AC supplemented by rf or 
particle beam heating.) 
The blanket, as the heat extracking member, operates in a harsh 
thermal and neutron radiation environment. Tritium fuel 
generation involves the irradiation of lithium by neutrons, 
therefore lithium in same form must be present within the 
blanket. 
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d. The fueling and extraction of ccanbustion products (principally 
helium) require specialized injection tedmiques (cryopellets or 
gas) and an efficient vacuum system to mintain the operating 
pressure in the 10-4 to 10-8 ~orr range. 
A.2.1.2 Inertially Confined, Laser Ignited Systems 
ll-iemnuclear weapo~ls utilize an implosion for confinement and the 
heat of a fission reaction to achieve ignition conditions. The same 
principle can be applied on a minute scale with a small qgantity (one 
milligram or less) of fuel imploded and heated by laser beams. Such 
concepts have been .proposed, and preliminary experiments have been 
performed (Reference A-8). The limiting considerations appear to be the 
ability to deliver the laser energy into the fuel as a uniform 
illumination and maintain the energy penetration throughout the duration 
of the laser pulse. Ablation products frm the pellet surface tend to 
absorb the last portion of the pulse. cmsequently, enerqy penetration 
requires high frequency (short wavelength) lasers. 
Recent developments in laser technology have produd the "excimer" 
type of laser mi'& is based upon whim exist ori~y in an 
excited state, and these lase in the ultravialet portion of the spectrum. 
Typical wavelengths are aryon fluoride at 193 nun, krypton fluoride at 248 
rnn, and xenon fluoride at 351 m with average pulse durations of a few 
n sec (Reference A-9). These canbinations of wavelengths and pulse 
durations appear campatible with the ignition requirement conditions. In 
addition, these J a w  are pumped by electron beams, and electron beams 
provide the potential for operating with laser power efficiencies in the 
10-to 20-percent range. A fusion p e r  system will need this range of 
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efficiencies to achieve a useful net energy output. A fusion p e r  
system based upon inertial amfinement and laser ignition becomes a 
repetition of smdll thenmnuclear aplosions that require the precise 
fabrication and delivery of a fuel pellet to a pdnb whm they can be 
uniformly irradiated by high-frequency (W) short-duration laser pulses. 
The principal features becoane: 
a. A fuel delivery System which can unifonnlf encapsulate a small 
quantity of a deuterium-tritium mix and hject the pellet with 
the precision for unifonn illumination by a laser beam. 
Cyclic rates for injection can range frum 5 to 20 per second. 
A laser with the associated beam splitters and optics that will 
deliver the required ignition energy to the fuel pellet in a 
manner that aamplishes uniform illumination at cyclic rates 
f m  5 to 20 per second: 
i 
b. 
c. A containment and heat extraction system which will accept the 
@tons, ions, and neutrons produced by the fusion reaction and 
transfer the thennal enerqy for electrical power conversion. 
Since lithium irradiation by neutrons provides the scxlroe for 
tritium, the containment has to include lithium in some form. 
d. A vacuum and gas separation system which can scavenge the 
ccmkustion products frum the containment system and separate the 
helium and the remains of the encapsulation material f m  
unreaded deuterium and tritium. 
A.2.1.3 Muon Catalyzed Fusion 
Catalyzed fusion can be made to occur within a molecule of hydrogen 
If a muon, a gas that consists of a deuterium atan and a tritium atom. 
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negatively chary& subatmic particle, replaces one of the electrons in 
the moleailar configuration, the heavy nuon will fall into a close orbit. 
The inertial maction with the muon will then draw the two nuclei into 
the proximity range where fusion will occur. The fused nucleus then 
decays by ejection of a neutron and recoils with sufficient velocity to 
dislodge the muon which can then find anuther deuterium-tritium molecule 
to repeat the process. The reaction was first confirmed during the 
1950's; however, the recent discovery of a resonance effect at a 
temperature of 1170 K (2106%) has made the process a potential 
candidate for power system applications. catalyzed fusion can OCCUI: at 
almost any temperature (it has been cbemed at 13 K, 23%) i hcrwever, at 
resonant temperature, a muon will repeat the reaction more than 100 
times. With mons supplied from a particle accelerator, the operation 
can be sustained and produce useful amounts of energy (Reference A-10). 
Sustained muon-catalyzed fusion has been demonstrate3 at the laboratory 
experiment level. The principal feat- of a muon catalyzed system are: 
a. A muon supply consisting of an electramagnetic chaqed particle 
accelerator that places a beam of ions on a target material which 
reacts to form negatively-dnryed subatomic particles (mons). 
A gas supply that mixes deuterium and tritium in a manner which b. 
favors the formation of deuterimtritium pairs within the 
papulation of hydrosen molecules. 
c. A reaction vessel that operates at the resonance temperature 
(-1170 IC, 2106%) and extracts the heat released. Lithium 
irradiation by the fusion neutrons produces the tritium fuel 
constituent; therefore, the vessel must have lithium present in 
sane form. 
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d. A vacuum and scavenge system that maintains the aperating 
a- within the reaction charher and separates the helium 
froau unaonsumed deuterium and tritium. 
In SU~[PMIY, a pcrwer system based upon fusion appBars inherently more 
ccanplex than any other alternate. In ranking the fusion alternates 
toward an ATSS application, the following consideratiohs d a t e :  
1. The magnetic confinement requiresnents will involve massive elements 
such as coils, haters, and methods for hardling the plasma. 
2. 'Ihe muon catalyzed system is just emerging f m  the llcuriosityll 
stage, arrd eventually, may become an effective approach. 
3. The inertially confined, laser-ignited system requires sc~ae major 
technical advances; however, advances are be- made in high-energy, 
high-frequency, shortduration lasers. 
The synergy with ongoing laser developents makes the M i a l l y  
confined laser-ignited system the choice for ATSS application. The ATSS 
concept will draw upon features proposed for ground-based p e r  systems 
anduseath- 'c scaldown t o  ATSS levels. 
A.2*2 Fusion System Considerations for the AT% -1ication 
WE fusion puwer system concept for the ATSS is based upon a 
thesmodynamic scaling of a praposed configuration for a 1000 
electxical generation station (Reference A-8); Table A-7 lists the 
pertinent parameters for the two systems. The electrical and thermal 
parameters are scaled at the msninal pmer ratio of 0.00255. In 
anticipation of future develapnents, the laser power efficiency is p l a d  
at 13 percent instead of 6.5 percent. The firing rate of 20 per second 
has redundancy by dividing the fuel supply and lasers into two systems 
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each aperating at 10 per second. !&e fuel bum fraction is the same for 
both systans but results in a slight reduction in total fuel for the ATSS 
w- because of the 40-perCent conversion efsiciency for the A S S  
cconpared to 30 percent for the proposed power plant. The prhcipal 
difference is in the heat flux into the walls. Th& ATSS flu level is 
reduced by about an order of magnitude prkipally to acammodate liquid 
metal and tritium generation considerations. 
me fueling usage listed assumes gas-filled silicon oxide spheres 
with the deuterium abtained f m  the electrolysis of water and the 
tritium generated by neutron irradiation of lithium. m e  tritium source 
reactions are: 
L i 6  + n1 -* 'I? + He4 + 4.8 MeV (6.42%) 
Li7 + n1 -+ T3 + He4 + n1 -2.5 MeV (92.58%) 
within these rmctions, ~ i 6  has an affinity for th-1 neutrons which 
dec=reases at higher neutron velocities. On the other hand, the Li7 
reaction has a threshold for neutrons absorption at 2.5 MeV which peaks 
in the 7 to 10 MeV range. For the ATSS application, tritium generation 
mLlst equal tritium usage and, therefore, has to involve the secondary 
neutrolls frcm the ~ i 7  reaction. since the fusion neutrons are born with 
energies of 14.1 MeV, lithium mst be among the first elements 
encountered by the products of fusion, arrd the wall of the reactor vessel 
needs to include a neutron moderator material. For this study, the 
moderator is carbon in the form of graphite. These considerations help 
define the features for the ATSS fusion p w e r  based electrical 
generation system. 
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A.2.3 RE33 Fusion System Features 
The principal features for the A l S s  fusion based electrical p e r  
generation system are listed in  Table A-8. The system concept is shuwn 
in Figures A-9 and 24-10. The pertinent elamts and rationales art3 
described beluw: 
A.2.3.1 Reactor V e s s e l ,  Energy Containment 
The reactor vessel mst absorb the ~ e r g y  and contain the products 
from the fusion while pmiding a continuous f l u w  of heat energy t o  the 
converters. The fusion containment concept is O U U ~  in Figure A-9. 
The pertinent details of the confinement method appear in Figure A-11 
which shms a cross section for the reactor vessel. The enerqy release 
f m  the fusion oc[=uzs a t  the center of the cylirdrical cavity as a 
series of small explosions, one wexy 50 met. The energy reaches the 
walls of the container i n  the form of photons, helium nuclei, and 
neutrons plus the residues f m  carbustion which are atoms of deuterium, 
t r i t i u m ,  silicon, and oxygen. me finst surface, a 5-cm (2-in) layer of 
flawing liquid l i t h i u m ,  absorbs a l l  of the photons and atom. The 
l i t h i u m  also interacts w i t h  the neutrons and begins the tritium breeding 
process. Primary neutrons encounter l i t h i u m  a t  energies above the 
threshold for the Li7 reaction. The graphite layer behind the flawing 
lithium s lam the,primary neutrons and reflects both the primary and 
secorrdary neutrons back into the l i t h i u m  layer. Leakage neutrons are 
slated or absorbed by the 2% insulation. Ihe boron steel of the 
pressure vessel abso- the residual thermal neutrons. S a w  heat is 
generate3 i n  the graphite; therefore, the inlet fluw of lithium f i r s t  
cools the graphite before entering the cavity area. The concept for the 
A-39 
TABZE A-8 PEliTINENT FOR "E AIES -Y- 
LASER-IGNITED FUSION HEAT SCUFCF, 
S Y m  IzlRm?T PERTmmr- 
Reactor : Cavity: 2-m (6.5 ft) by 2-m (6 .5  ft) cylh3e.r w i t h  liquid 
W a l l s :  F1ad .q  liquid l i t h i u m  layer 5- (2 in) thick over 
l i t h i u m  first surface. 
clad graphite 34.3-a-n (13.5 in) thick. 
2% layer 2- ( 8  in) thick. 
Boron steel vacuum shell 1-m (0.4 in) walls. 
Insulation: 
-bines: 
Fuel : Mix: A-ic density equdL'volume of deuterium and 
t r i t i u m .  
Capsule: Silicon oxide walls 0.05-m (0.002 in) thick sphere 
3-m (0.12 in) dia. Usage rate is 246 grams/day 
processing: [XldL system for encapsulation, ready storage and 
(0.54 &/day). 
injection. centrifugal velocity injectors. 
Deuterium: EWcess 0.85 -/day (0.03 oz/day) obtained by 
25.5 Wday (56 &/day) of water electrolysis. 
Tr i t ium:  FVccess 1.27 granrj/day (0.003 &/day) obtained from 
Li is corsur& a t  lithum h d i a t i o n  by neutrons. 
2.85 -/day (0.0063 &/day). 
. Ignition: xasers: k i m e r  type cperatiq in the W range. 
Beanrs: Deliver eight sinailtaneous pilses, 90 deg apart 4 i n  
each hem.i@en?, 2.8 l&J total in each pulse. 
Cooling: 
Lithium: 
Laser cooling by a dedicated radiator. 
F l d n g  wall tpmperatUre 'rise 27 K (50%) in 12 sec. 
enters a t  1103 K(19859) , exits a t  1130 K (2034%) , 
Liquid Metal 
L i  H e a t  Exchangers: 
exit flow passes through separators. 
N~K: Heat transfer thmugh mterf lw exchangers, eight 
units q l y ,  eight converters. 
Reactor Pressme vacum system maintains cavity a t  10-4 torr or less. 
control and G a s  
Recarery: G a s  Recavery: unburned fuel and reaction products separated by 
mranes and electrumagnetics into deuterium, 
t r i t i u m ,  andhelium. 
pressure: 
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flawing lithium wall takes advantage of the micrap-avity environment 
available within the ATss to create a continuously circulating layer as 
the reQeptor for the fusion energy. 
'IhEt thichess  of the layer, the velocities, and the flw rate have 
been balanced such that a 12-sec exposum im=reases the temperature of 
the lithium by 27 K (50%) and W r k 6  8520 kW in a mass f law of 73 
kg/sec (161 lb/sec). The lithium flow enters the dcaned ends at the 
centerline and moves tuward the cylindricdl section in a ccsnbined radial 
and cixumferential motion; auxiliary in@ jets maintain a uniform 
thickness. A divider at the darecylinder intersection rewvers the flaw 
for reinjection. The f law within the cylindrical section is sham in 
Figure A-12 and consists of c i d e r e n t i a l  channels that p e r m i t  heat 
extraction from the graphite as the lithium flaws to the injection port. 
Injection, extraction, and mixing occur at two diametrically apposed 
locations along the walls of the cLTlinders; Figure A-13 shm the collcept 
for the injection-extraction and mixing segments of the wall. The fluw 
balance for the System expses the lithium for 3 sec in the ends (1.5 
sec for ea& end) and 9 sec in the cylindrical section. The flaw 
velocity aropud the cylindrical walls is 5.65 Wsec (18.5 ft/sec) to 
maintain a 5- (2-in) thickness of lithium. The inlet an3 outlet 
velocities within the feed and extraction lines are balanced accordingly. 
W entire flaw balancing is achieved and controlled by electrcanagnetic 
P 
. .  
A.2.3.2 Fuel Encapsulation and Feed 
A rnrmber of alternate configurations have been identified for fuel 
encapsulation; Figurx! A-14 illustrates of the candidates. All of 
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the configurations utilize a pusher material that creates a ccaopressing 
inplosion when irradiated by a laser beam. This stucty uses the simplest 
of the fuel pellets anii has a gas mixture at om, a- pressure 
enclosed in a silicon oxide sphere. The mass reqUirement for 2.67 pg in 
each pellet results in a 3-mn (0.12 in) diameter1 sphere with 0.05-nun 
(0.002 in) walls. These pellets will be injected along the centerline of 
the chamber at the rate of 10 per sec alternatirq f m  each d. ?he 
locations for the fuel feed are indicated in Figures A-9 and A-llt and 
comeptual injector elements are included in Figure A-11. m e  fuel 
pellets are formed by a glass blowing technique which pravides a uniform 
sphere and a uniform gas content that will stabilize with one atmosphere 
internal pressure at ordinary tenperatuxes. AI inspection ard storage 
magazine holds a one-hcnr supply (36000 pellets). Pellet injection at 
100 m/sec (330 ft/sec) would involve about 20 msec of free flight and 
corresporx3s to a movement of 100 nm (1000 A) during the 1 nsec duration 
of the laser pulse. For a KrF laser operating at a wavelength of 220 nrn 
(2200 A) Fellet delivery 
at 100 m/sec (330 ft/sec) utilizes the peripheral velocity for a wheel of 
31- (12.2 in) diameter which mns at one-faurth of the converter 
frequency of 400 Hz. A pair of wheels driving a recimulating belt 
inparts a precise velocity and direction to a pellet when released at the 
point of tangency. Figure A-15 shows a s&emtic for such an injector 
configuration. 
the pellet moves only half a laser wavelength. 
A.2.3.3 Laser Igniters 
The ignition conditions for the deuterium-tritium reaction require 
temperatures in the order lo8 K (1.8 x lo8%) and concentration-time 
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Figure A-15 Concept for a Rotating Wheel Fuel Pellet Injector 
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products of about lo2' huclei sec/m3 (2.8 x 10l8 nuclei sec/ft3) 
(Reference A-8). At standard conditions, gases contain 2.7 x 
mOleculeS/m3 (7.6 x 1023/ft3). 'Ihe pusher portion of the encapsulant 
provides the auxiliary ccanpression necessary to achieve ignition by a 
laser pulse lasting 10-9 sec. 
Figures A-9, A-10, and A-11 includes an excher laser beam as eight 
sirrniltaneaus pulses delivered four to each hemisphere 90 deg apart. Each 
laser operates in conjunction with one of the pellet injectors to provide 
dual injection and dual ignition. 'Ihe laser installation involves the 
plse generating elements as the pump, lasing Section, and control. 'Ihe 
lasers feed into the optical section which contains the beam splitters, 
formers, and final mirrors that deliver the energy to the pellet. The 
optical paths are ccenplex. Uch laser plse XlLlst be divided into eight 
equal enerqy portions, and each portion of the beam has to reach the 
pellet thrcprgh identical (equal transit the) optical paths. 
m e  system configurntion fllrraMlrizd 
A.2.3.4 Liquid Wtal Heat Transfer 
The liquid lithium absorbs the energy generated by the fusion 
reaction and delivers that energy to a series of heat exchangers which 
transfer the thernral energy into a NaK stream to puwer the electrical 
corrverters; Figure A-16 shows a c0;IICept for the heat exchanger. Fusion 
paax systems utilize a significant amount of power intamally. This 
fusion system has been c o n f i e  with eight converters, operating at a 
n c m h l  425 kW ea&. S i x  CoIlVerters prclvide the 2550 kW to the A T S ,  and 
the other two provide the internal operating pawer. One converter unit 
is devoted to the laser system. 'Ihe converter installations are at a 
central location within the ATSS as is the case for the Fu238 heat 
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sc;p1z~ce. Since this fusion system depends upon a m&mgravity envhnment 
to pennit a flawing wall of liquid metal, the radiators for the 
CQllVerters are located aruund the periphery of the platform. The eight 
converters effectively dale the platfonmncrunted radiator panel 
requirements as compared with four platform-maurted converters used in 
I 
the solar dynamic system (Reference A-1). In addition, mst of the 
I energy that drives the laser transfers into coolant and establishes the 
need for an additiondl conv- ‘valent radiatdr for a total of 
nine. Thus, the radiator panel inventOry consists of 918 units (Figure 
A-7), mounted in faur full rms and one partial ruw around the periphery 
of the platform. 
When the liquid lithium leaves the reactor vessel, it has same 
errtrained gasses and residuals fran the encapsulant; an on-line 
I separation process is included. At 1130 K (2034%), any residual 
silicon oxides are in a v i m  mo’ten state, whereas silicon itself is a 
solid. A centrifugal separabr allow the gasses to escape and 
precipitates silicon and silicon oxides. The Output legs of the liquid 
lithium lines include centrifugal separators. 
I 
A.2.3.5 Scavenge and Ftecovery, Vacuum Control, and Separation of Gasses 
The a- inside the reaction charr33er uses 53.5 pg/sec of 
deuterium-tritium gas which is released and partially converted to 
helium. m e  53.5 pg equates to a pressure below 10-5 torr after the 
energy has been transferred into the lithium. A vacuum pumping system 
that maintains 10-5 torr is included and w x k  fm ports in the’laser 
beam tubes and fuel injector sections. separation of gaseous 
constituents has to consider 9, 9, He3, He4, Li6, Ld7 and 02 as inputs. 
A-52 
c 
The mtpt & segregate and retain 3, 9, and He4. Separation of the 
helium fran the deuterium and tritium m y  be accanplishd by membrane 
diffusion. Separation of deuterium and tritium frcsn other constituents 
may also be acccanplishd by mmhrane diffusion. In such an aperation, 
the recclvered deuterim-tritium mix can be braught to isotope balance 
with make-up deuterium and then cycled through the encapsulation process. 
Helium of mass number 3 alJpears as the radioactive decay product of 
tritium. The rate of buildup reflects the 12-year half life for tritium. 
Membrane diffusion durhg storage will keep the He3 at an acceptable lcrw 
level concentration in the deuterium-tritium mixture . Overaperiodof 
time, precipitations of silicon and silicon oxides build up in the 
separators. The operating system includes a rnrmber of parallel 
separator legs whi& can be individually shut d m  and refurbished. 
recmered silicon oxides may be recycled. 
The ' 
A.2.4 Mass Asesments for the Fusion System 
The assessment of masses for the principal elements which amprise 
The assamptiom and the fusion pcrwer system are SUrraMlrized h Table A-9. 
considerations for estimating the masses are described beluw. 
A.2.4.1 Rcxctor and containment Section 
The mass for the,reactor and containment elements include the lithium 
wall, the graphite reflector with cladding and ducting, an insulation 
layer, and the containment vessel itself. The liquid lithium provides a 
5-m (2.0-in) thick layer on the inside of a cylirder 1.93 m (6.33 ft) in 
diamebx and 1.93 m (6.33 ft) long, and fills the cooling ducts that 
penetrates the reflector. At an operat- tenperatwe of 1130 K 
I 
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(2034%), lithium has a density of 430 kg/m3 (26.9 Ib/ft3) and the total 
contained lithium amxlnts to 551 kj (1215 lb). Rre graphite reflector 
hasa naninal thickness of 0.343 m (13.5 in) and utilizes cladding and 
ducthg based upon a 79Ni-13Cr-7Fe allay. The pressure vessel has wall 
thi&nesses of 1 an (0.4 in) to pmvide boron for stray neutron 
absorption. The structurdl requirement for a vacuum shell could be 
achieved with a 2-m (0.08 in) thickness. The insulation layer of 50- 
percent density Z q  has a &l thickness of 0.2 m (8 in) and provides 
the necessary thennal buffer between the graphite reflector and the walls 
of the chamber. 
A.2.4.2 Fuel Feed Encapsulation 
The fuel feed and encapsulation section consist of the glass blower 
encapsulator, the storage unit, and the injectors. Each segmnt is 
equivalent to a small electrically driven mchine tool, and the six units 
total 860 kg (1896 lb) . The mass for the encap6ulatiq system includes 
the gas supply tanks. They would contain a 904ay supply stored at 10 
atmspheres and contribute 440 kg (970 Ib) of steel. The remainder of 
the mass consists of the 1 cm (0.4 in) thick boron steel vacuum container 
walls lined with 20 an (7.9 in) of ZrO, insulation. 
I 
A.2.4.3 Iaser Units 
The present ccammzially available excimer lasers are pnpd by an 
electron beam and have specific masses of 5 kgf l  (11 Up) for power 
delivered to a target (plse energy times repetition rate, Reference 
t 
A-9). An order-of-mgnitude reauction in specific mass for excimW 
lasers appears to be a masonable extrapolation by the year 2025. Each 
of the optical paths includes three beam splitters and turning mirrors 
(or prim) and includes eight %st w h i c h  place the beam on the 
fuel pellet. m e  entire optical path ami optical elements nust be 
contained in a vacuum pressure enclosure fabricated frcan boron steel. 
A.2.4.4 scavenge and Separation 
2he scavenge and separation system consists of vacuum punps which 
maintain the chamber pressure level and the separating mechanisms for 
recavering the irdividual gas constituents. The technique for separating 
i 
gases will include semipermeable &nines and electmmgnetic stages. 
Ihe containment portion is the extraction d f d d  that comects t o  the 
vacuum pumps. 
A.2.4.5 Heat Transfer Section 
These ducts are external to Eie reactor vessel and use 151m (6 in) 
diamter tubes with 6-nun (0.24 in) walls of 79 Ni-13Cr-7Fe. The ducting 
includes the centrifugal separator stages in the output lines. W 
liquid metal prmps are all electmnagnetic, 64 small units within the 
reactor vessel control local velocities, and these are fed frcan eight 
min lithium flow pmps to the heat exchangers. The converter flws 
utilize eight NaK pumps. The heat exchangers wmld have the same size 
and mass as used for the fission reactor (Reference A-1). The difference 
between sodium and lithium is accoBlpMdated by adjustments in the spacing 
of the flow passages. m e  volumes of the liquid metal account for the 
lengths of leads and contents of the heat exchangers and include about 
0.75 m3 (26.5 ft3) of lithium and 1.25 m3 (44.14 ft3) of NaK external to 
the reactor vessel. Since the entire heat transfer section mst apesate 
A-56 
at Yull redtv to ltorangetl tenpratures, a 15-a ( 6  in) thick layer of 
ZrO2 insulation enoases the leads, punps, and heat exchangers. 
I 
A.2.4.6 Corrverters and Radiators 
m e  masses for the converters W the radiators are the same as 
estimated for the other system. ?he principal difference is in the 
number of units with eight converters to supply the total electrical 
needs and nine radiator units wired for heat rejection. 
In summarizing the masses  and their effects on the total system mass, 
the radiators make the laryest contribution. Insulation that contains 
the high tenperatme CcanpOnents total about 72000 kg (1 .58  x lo5 lb) 
(each converter contains about 1000 lrjs (2205 lb) of ZrO2) and makes the 
second largest contribution at 17 percent of the total. The materials 
w h i &  actively pruvide the fusion, transfer the heat, and generate the 
electricity contribute less than 25 percent of the total mass. If the 
mass required for thennal insulation and radiators can be reduced, then a 
fusion powe.r system becames a mss-effective alternate. 
I 
A.2.5 mion System Control Requirements 
mion pawer system controls must maintain a continuous balance of 
flcrws and thennal inputs while precisely timing laser pulses to positions 
in the trajectory of a fuel pellet. W contml requirements for the 
fusion power portion of the system are surmrrarized in Table A-10. The 
converter control requirements are the same as those summarized in Table 
A-6 and are the same for each of the eight converters and nine radiators. 
An estimate of the relative camplexity for fusion puwer system controls 
cumes from ccsmparipn studies with ground power stations. A cornrentional 
T 
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1000 MW stearn plant has a control system with about 5000 sensor inputs. 
In carkas t ,  50000 sensor irpts have been estimated for a 1000 MW power 
station using a magnetically confined plasm fusion technique (Mference 
A-8). The particular control Carpldties for an inertially confined 
laser ignited system are associated with the fusion ignition and the fuel 
preparations. 
?fbe extraction of heat energy f m  a fusion reaction begins with a 
near Uniform irradiation of a 3-mn (0.12 in) diameter pellet by 8 laser 
beams. In the simplest of geametry, the laser beam diameter must be 
t 
about 80 percent of the pellet diameter in order to have a fullsphere 
merage with some overlap. On this basis, the tolerance on the 
trajectory a- as 10 percent of the pellet diameter or 0.03 cm (0.012 
in). The generation of the laser pulse has to anticipate the arrival of 
the pellet at the point of fusion in a manner that allows all the energy 
to hit the pellet. The control requirements for fusion initiation need 
to assure that the pellet is w i n g  along a trajectory path that alluws 
Uniform irradiation and that the laser pulse will hit the pellet when it 
reaches the fusion ignition point. These controls must operate with a 
firing decision for each pellet initiated precisely at the cyclic rate 
for the fusion pulses. The system can tolerate sane lost pellets; 
haever, the energy drain associated with a laser pulse requires a p e r  
return for each laser firing. 
'Ihe energy release frcan the fusions has to be captured and 
transformed into a continuous flowing thexmal stream. The establishment 
of a flowing wall of liquid metal inplies a precise balancing of input 
flow velocities and exit flow velocities that accarnuodate the viscous 
forces, assure the proper mixing, and adjust for the temperature changes. 
.. 
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The internal lithium fluw system involves the continuaus balancing of 
field strengths and driver currents in 64 electromagnetic liquid metal 
Pormps. 
The preparation of the fuel pellets inposes bath a technical an3 
control challenge. controls include the requirements for a high speed 
glass b l m  in which the internal and extemal pressures have to balance 
during the blow and cool operation such that the gas content of the 
@ere contains the pmper mix at one atmosphere pressure and ordinary 
temperatures. An inspection prucess is needed to assure that each pellet 
is a unifonn sphere and is not leaking. The storage requirement for a 
one-how reserve is modest and allows a degree of change-out and 
replenishmerit. 
The external heat transfer system has the added ccnplexity of gas- 
and-solids separators in the high taperature lines. These require 
periodic change-out of elements to remclve the precipitated encapsulant. 
The environmental control has to maintain aperation within a narrow 
range of temperatures and presfllres. The mburned fuel has to be 
recavered and separated. crew expoam to neutrons is a recognized 
health related concern. Tritium is radioactive by electron emission 
(beta particles), and the health concern is inhalation. The tritium must 
be totally contained. 
A.2.6 Particular konsiderations for a -ion Eawer System 
The particular considerations stem f m  the developent requirements 
for the flow system, the constraints associated with continuous 
operation, and the acccaranodation of low level radiation f m  neutmns and 
tritium decay. 
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The concept of a flowing wall of liquid lithium w a s  adapted from a 
Qraund fusion power station concept that used a falling wall of liquid 
lithium. The concept for the space p a e r  awlication takes advantage of 
operation in a microgravity environment to keep a flclwing wall in contact 
with a neutron mderator and reflector. An effort to develop such a 
amfiguration requires access to a labomtory in a microgravity 
envirorrment. For the A m ,  the application of a fusion puwer system 
appears as a gruwth condition in which the final stages of the flow 
developnent are perfomed on board. The c o w  and conditions for flow 
balanchx~ could be initially established using , NaK at o d n a r y  
taperatures before switching to high temperature lithium. The 
incorporation of fusion power into the ATSS may CUlrmM te a development 
effort involving both ground and on-board activities such that the 
pmtotype unit becomes the pmer source which phases out an operating 
, 
solar dynamic or photovoltaic sysLem. A fusion system must have support 
from an on-board puwer system to liquify lithium, start the flow, and 
drive the laser. 
A fusion pwer system operates cont~uously mer a narraw range of 
mQut pcrwer. The details of the configuration mst hlude the 
potential for chnge-out and repairs without interrupting power 
deliveries. A fusion p w @ r  system has a camplex start up sequem=e and a 
complex shut down sequence. Recuvery of the encapsulant and separation 
of gases are done off line, and off line encapsulation capabilities are 
considered prudent to assure a fuel resenre. The incorporation of dual 
feeds ard lasers provides rectundancy. Near-full operation can be 
maintained with one injector-laser operating at a higher pulse rate. If 
the fusion power system is a grcrwth version of the ATSS, then some 
A-64 
portion of the earlier puwer generating technique could be retained as a 
I 
-. 
reserve or back up supply. 
!the radiation concerns mDdest. Ideally, the primary and 
secordary neutrons released are absorbed in the lithium to produoe 
tritium. In reality, some neutmns will be lost and absorbed in 
graphite, zirconiUm, and the borated steel. The health-acceptable total 
neutron release froan the reactor is approximately 1.5 x lo6 per second 
(Ref- A-7) , and neutmns are born and used at the rate of 2.86 x 
1015 per sec~nd. m e  reactor  need^ to operate with a very small excess 
of neutrons and have an effective abso&er outside of the graphite 
reflector. Boron and cadmhn provide the best readily available 
mterials for neutron absorbing shields. Boron steel is proposed, with a 
cadmium canpurd added to the exterior if required. 'Ihe metallic 
cladding elements within the reactor will absor?~ scune of the excess 
neutrons and form radioactive nuclei with long half-lives. Nickel has an 
isotape of mass n- 59, mid  ha^ the longest half-life ( -  105 years) : 
therefore, at final shutdown, the system must be considered low level 
radioactive waste. The tritium proctuoed on board is consumed on board. 
?he decay pruduct is an electron which can be contained within any tank 
or pipe. The system operates in a vacuum: therefore, tritium does not 
have any mechanism to enter the man-rated abwqheze. 
A.3.1 Fhotovoltaic System Considerations 
Electrical energy produoed by a photovoltaic effect has the 
advantage of conversion into direct current power at conditions 
ccanpatible with ATSS 0 n - M  equipnent. Both photovolta~c and solar 
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dynamic system nust store enezvy during the illuminated portion of the 
ohit. Ene.rgy storage for a photavoltaic system am use electrochemical 
mms such as storage batteries or fuel cells, and flywheels offer an 
ele&mne&mical option. !lBe design of a photwoltaic system for a 
given pawer output mst consider the ccmversion efficiency which is a 
praperty of the material, and the degradation of the canversion .- 
efficiency w h i c h  OC(=UIIS f m  long-term exposum to space dation. The 
ccnversion efficiency of silicon-based photovoltaics has a limit at about 
18 percent, gallium arsenide has a limit abave 20 percent, and cells of 
f 
the %ultiple band-ga~~~ type have the potential for a 30-percent 
mnvemion efficiency (Reference A-4). The develcpn&t of photavoltaic 
cells has also included techniques for reducing radiation damage 
sensitivities and means for rejuvenating degraded cells in place 
(Referem=e A-4). Gallium arsenide or the tWtiple band-gaptt technology 
appears capable of providing the P T S S  with photovoltaic cells which would 
sustain a 20-percent solar t h rm@pt  energy conversion over a ten-yeir 
period. Therefore, a photovoltaic system based upon a 0.2 energy 
thnx@pt efficiency is used as the basis for CcBnparison with thermal 
dynamic heat sclllzroe alternates aperating with energy thmqhput 
efficiencies of 40 percent. For curnparison purpoes, a configuration is 
defined w i t h  a solar field which can pmvide 2550 kW continuous 
electrical puwer throughout a 90-rnin orbit. tUring the 60 m i n  of 
illumination, the system will store enough enervy to maintain the 2550 1&J 
for the 30 m i n  of darkness. lhree energy storage mthods are considered; 
batteries, advanced 02-H~ fuel cells, and flywheels. In addition, an 
evaluation is made of solar energy concentration as a means for reaUcing 
the requinments for photovoltaic cells. 
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A.3.2 solar m y  ~ r e a s  and solar panel Requirements 
?he ATSS pravides solar facing areas on the platform and on the torus 
that are considered appropriate for the installation of photovoltaic 
panels. Thesmal equilibrium considerations make that determination. 
* .  
Within an array, same of the unconverted energy is reflected backward 
from the absorbing surface. The reminder must be removed by cooling 
coils, direct radiation, or both in canbination. Photwoltaics, 
therefore, favor installations which enhance dark-side radiation. For 
the ATSS the prime areas for solar panels are those apen to dark-side 
radiation and thereby avoiding any need for cooling coils. The solar 
facing areas of the A m  available for photovoltaic arrays are indicated 
in Figure A-17 and sumarized in Table A-11 with the prime areas and 
second choice areas identified. The requirement for 2550 kW continuous 
at a 20-percent cornrersion efficiency defines a minimum area for solar 
expcaxe, and the results summarized on Table A-11 &ow that the p e r  
requirements can be supplied using abaut half the available prime area. 
For carparison pqmses,  the advanced photuvoltaic system utilizes the 
prime areas and operates in thennal equilibrium with a dark side 
talpratLlIe of 320 K (576%). 'Ihese thermal balance conditions assume 37 
percent of the solar emxqy is radiated fram the backside of the panel, 
37 percent is reradiated (or reflected) from the front surface, and 26 
percent is converted to electricity, hth 20 percent of the incident 
energy appearing as usable electrical power within the ATSS. The 0.5 h 
of darkness during each orbit requires an energy delivery f m  a storage 
system that totals 1275 kW-h. The emqy  losses ass;ociated with storing 
and retrieving add f.0 the total storage requirement and increase the 
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total solar panel area. Therefore, configuring a photovoltaic pwer 
system wires the selection of an energy storage technique. 
A.3.3 Ebergy Storage Considerations 
The continuing develapnent of energy storage t q u e s  has proctuced 
a m m h r  of candidates for amlication to the AX%. ?he electm&emical 
candidates are recharyeable (secondary) batteries or fuel cells. ?he 
electrcgnechanicdl @ion is the flywheel. 
.- 
Rre electrocherm 'cdl options are three battery types and H2-02 fuel 
cells. Caparison parameters and results are sunsnarized in "able A-12. 
The battery types include the space-perfonmnce established Ni-Ca, the 
Space Station Freedom candidate Ni-H2, and an advanced h - N a  liquid 
sulphur system. None of these batteries have operated for ten years with 
an 80-percent discharge cycled at orbital frequem=ies. Huwever ,  within 
each of their present developnent efforts, these appear to be one of the 
goals. The values listed as specific outputs are the near-maximum for 
applications that have g c d  tenrperature control. ?he value cited for the 
Li-Na-S system is based upon projections frosn an extended developent 
effort: h w e r ,  scm pmje&ions shaw only half this value (References 
A-2 and A-11). All the bat- options are asfllmed to operate above 90- 
percent efficiency during the charge and discharge cycles. The on-board 
generation of H2 and 02 from the electrolysis of water l i m i t s  fuel cells 
to a single candidate. The capability to use half the ATssiielivered 
electrical power for fuel generation assures a ready fuel supply. ?he 
value cited for fuel cells assumes a continuing development to achieve 
the specific output and assigns an 85-percent efficiency for both the 
water electrolysis and cell operation (Ref- A-12). The use of fuel 
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I 
cells does eXpx73 the llulnbx of electrolysis units on board the ATSS to 
mdntah the total deliverable H2 and %. In the axprisms, the 
specific mass of the batteries are raodifid by the discharge depth, and 
the enervy storage requirement isincreased to account for the 
e f f i c i q .  %%e hcremmt of energy lost I I u s t  be offset by an additional 
area of photovoltaics, and that lost energy IRlst be aissipatd by an 
array of radiator panels. 
The electromechanical storage of energy ampared flywheel 
configurations us- high tensile straqth steel, glass fiber reinforced 
ccpnposite, and an attvanced graphite fiber reinforcd capsite. ?he 
materials parameters and the results of the amluation are fllmmarized in 
Table A-13. Figure A-18 shows the concept for a pclwer starage unit that 
has a glass fiber reinforced canposite flywheel. The steel muated is 
a 18Ni-400 precipitation hardened (maraging) alloy that shows the highest 
working stress for any present hcmogenaus material. ?he flywheel is 
configured as a uniformly stressed disc (e.g., turbine discs) and a t  
maxhm energy storage, has a l l  the m e t a l  a t  a uniform maximum stress 
wtrich results i n  a specific energy shape factor of unity. 'Ihe actual 
IMSS of material required depenaS upon the allowed change in rotation 
w i t h  a 50-pxent speed reduction for a 75-percent energy e&ra&ion as 
the practical l i m i t  (Ref- A-U). The tutal rotathy mass must be 
configured in mnageable el-; 10 units based upan heels  3 m (10 ft) 
in d i e  appeand practical. Since the electrical portion of a l l  
units are 255 )&J mtor-genemtors, the units  are all configured w i t h i n  
the same mXnrting and vacuum qhere. For this enraluation the electrical 
andinternal support elements wre assigned the same specific mass as 
used previously for the 440 V - 400 Hz alternators. The motor generator 
.- 
. 
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VACUUM SPHERE 
- SUPPORT CONE 
MAGNETIC 
LEVITATION 
LLOW CONE 
GENE RAT0 R 
SUPPORT CONE 
ELECTRICA 
Figure A-18 Concept for an Energy Storage Unit Us- a Glass Fiber 
CcPnposite Flywheel 
e 
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and Support are maunted within a 3.2 m (12 ft) diameter a l d u m  sphere. 
'Ihe total MSS amunts to 1400 lq (3090 lb) for a& unit. The 0.9 
electrical throughppt efficiency assumes a minimum of frictional losses 
(rotation in vacuum) with magnetic levitation. 
'Ihe two CcKnpOsite wheels utilize a practical configuration, as a rim 
with a web, that has I@ = 0.4 (Shape mctor, Figure 5.2-6). The glass - .  
* 
fiber option represents present fabrication technology in which the 
nraximCrm working stress for the ccaoposite is 0.4 of fiber yield stress. 
The advanced graphite fiber option uses graphite fibers with the same 
strength properties as the steel and an aperating stress at 0.65 of fiber 
yield which is the same limit as steel. 
A review of the tabulated results sham the limit of the present 
technology in Ni-Cd batteries and consemative-maqb glass fiber 
ccsnposites. The options represented by steel flywheels and Ni-Hz 
batteries show a general equality and auld be considered m-tenn 
developents. The options for improVea performme frum longer term 
developents are Li-Na-S batteries, 02-H~ fuel cells, and advancd 
ccanposite flybheels. These options show a near-equality for A E S  
application. G r a n i t e  and aramid fibers have been develaped with yield 
strengths abave 2757 Mpa (400,000 psi) (F4efem A-14). Wheel shape 
factors can be impruved toward the limit of 0.5 as a thin ring, and 
improved fabrication techniques will allm aperation wiul less stress 
margin (0.8 yield insteCid of 0.65). Advam=es in fiber ocmposite 
flywheels auld result in a 50-percent reduction in required mass. For 
the Li-Na-S batteries, the projected specific out@ values have ranged 
from 90 to 200 W-h/kg  ard fuel cells in present use show specific outputs 
at or above 100 W / k g .  
( 
A - 7 5  
h 
Of the three actvanced technology options, none show a definitive mass 
advantage. Therefore, the ATSS will utilize the 02-H2 fuel cell option 
for synergy with the 0 n - M  generation of the fuel gasses and nniltiple 
usage of on-boa.rd water. T h e  ATSS Motcmltaic pwer system will consist 
of the follwing major elemmts. 
1. photavoltaic panels mdunted in the p r k  location on the ATSS with 
area sufficient to produce 2550 )&J continuous (14310 d, 154000 ft2) 
plus the extra area (1836 d, 19700 ft2) needed to ampensate for 
storage losses. 
2. %-H2 fuel cells capable of delivering 2550 )&J (17000 lug, 37485 lb) 
plus four electrolytic cells (2600 kg, 5733 Ib). 
Radiator for fuel axi electrolyte cell cooling at 559 & (6017 ft2) 3. 
aonsisting of 54 panels. 
A.3.4 photovoltaic SySt-Rm Definition and Location 
%e principal feature for the photovoltaic system beccsnes the 
installation concept for the solar cells. The location for the fuel 
cells has no real restriction except that the electrolytic cells which 
generate the fuel and the storage reservoirs for the fuel are located in 
the torus. For convenience, therefore, radiator panels for the fuel 
cells are on the exterior of the torus, and the fuel cells are co-located 
with the electrolytic cells on the auter deck at spokes 2 and 4 
(&f- A-3). 
?he installation for the solar cells assumes a mounting arrangement 
in the form of a 3-m by 4-m (9.8-ft by 13.1-ft) rechqle. The total 
installation requires a minirmnn of 1347 such panels. The hentory will 
consist of 1347 panels with 795 located on the prime area of the 
A-76 
platform and 552 mounted in the prime area between spokes on the insides 
of the torus. Electrically, the panels operate in gruups of three. The 
resulting layart is sham for the platform in Figure A-19 and for the 
torus in Figure A-20. The panel arrangement on the platform is a 
regular array consisting of seven mws arranged as amcentric rings. The 
rhqs all fit within the prime area define3 by the perimeter of the 
._ 
platform and the autside diameter of the a[xLnterrotatoLs (Figure A-17). 
The installation as grmps of three makes the necessary electrical 
interconnection along the inner edge of the panels. spa- between the 
gruups pmvides the aooess for installation or replacement and will be 
aaxmplished by manipulators on an EVA support vehicle. The panel 
arrafzgement on the torus takes advantage of the rotating field to hang 
graups of three panels frm a beam; Figure A-21 illustrates the concept 
for the support and &uws scane of the construction features. The hanger 
beam spans the distance between spokes and carries the electrical bus 
attached to the web. A stanchion tube that maches frm the hanger beam 
to the toms pravides stabilization betken each set of six panels. The 
installation of the panels and the electrical inkmmnections are 
perfonned f m  a teleoperated cmne on the bus. 
A.3.5. flmDnary of Mass Estimates 
The system mass estimates include contrhtions frm the panels, the 
panel support Structure, the radiators, and the energy storage 
CcarQXlnents; Table A-14 sunnnarizes the n w s  contribution for each of the 
alternates. 
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A.3.5.1. Panel Mass Estbtes 
W photovoltaic cells require a mounting plane which a-ts for 
nu31 of the tutal mass, photuvoltaics, and their mountirgs have been 
assigned 2 kg/n? (0.4 lb/ft2). ?he panel stiffeners and edge supports 
are aluminum strap and angle that a m t r i b u t e  14 kg (31 lb); electrical 
conkctors and connectors add 2 kg (4.4 Ib) to total 40 kg (88 lb) for 
eadl panel. In 
each of the options, the number of panels on the torus remains the same. 
'Lhe differences are in the nunber of panels on the innermost ring of the 
platform. m e  flywheel configurations require only six rings of panels 
with the innerrrrost not ccanpletely filled. 
The mass totals for p;mels are sham i n  the Table A-14. 
I 
A.3.5.2. Panel S q q o r t  Structure Estimates 
'Ihe support structure for the platform installations consist of 
aluminum frames that secuzre the pmels in 91?cp1ps of three and pruvide the 
electrical connections to the bus bars. m e  aluminum perimeter material 
contributes 42 kg (92 Ib), and the electrical leads contribute 8 kg 
(17.6 lb) for a total of 50 kg (110 Ib) assigned to each set of three 
panels on the platform. 'Ihe torus support consists of the hanger beam 
andstanchi ons. The bending loads imposed by a l-g rotation field are 
within the capabilities for an American standaxd "5 in&" aluminum I- 
beam. !RE mass estinrates include the beam, the stan&ion as aluminum 
tubing 7.62 cm (3 in) in diameter with 3 nun (0.125 in) walls plus the bus 
bars along the web of the beam to total 4775 kg (10530 Ib) for the torus 
I 
I 
I 
support structure. 
A-82 
A.3.5.3. Radiator Estimates 
The radiator requirements are extracted from the mass defined for a 
converter installation on a I t p e r  panelft ratio basis. A ccsnplete 
converter radiator us- 102 of the panels described in Figmx? A-7, has 
total mass of 27256 kg (60100 lb) for structure, fill, and connecting 
lines. 
In summary, the total mass estimtes for each of the aptions shm a 
general agreement. The extreme values represented by Li-Na-S batteries 
and Ni-Cd batteries differ by less than a factor of tw0, whereas the 
masses for the storage elements range over a factor of five. The higher 
electrical efficiencies that require less radiator area offset the mass 
differences within the enerqy storage options. 
A.3.6 Effects of Concentration 
The output of a photovoltaic system responds to the intensity of 
incident radiation such that a concentration of the solar flux pennits a 
corresponding reduction in the required area of photovoltaics. The 
effects of comentration are discussed belaw. 
Concentrato~~ for an ATSS application take the form of linear 
parabolic reflectors; F i w  A-22 shws a concept for a reflecting 
concentrator that wohd have the same footprint as the 3 m (9.8 ft) by 
4 m (13.1 ft) flat panels. The concept sham uses two reflecting linear 
parabolic surfaces to concentrate the solar flux on two linear parabolic 
I 
surfaces mered with photmoltaic cells. The configuration can provide 
concentration ratios ranging from two to four using essentially the same 
st~~cture.  The cqncentrators can operate in the same locations as 
defined for the flat panels. Concentration inrreaseS the reject heat 
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flux frum the solar cells such that some form of active cooling will be 
neoessary. With active cooling, concentrator units could be placed in 
any convenient location on the ATSS. 
The mounting of the photovoltaics ells in the reflecting 
configuration shown derreases the total area available for the solar 
enerqy intercept. The portion obscured is a function of the 
concentration ratio. Figure A-23 illustrates the effect for a 
concentration ratio of two. The obscuration and the related system 
effects are summarized in Table A-15, which ccxnpares the open panels 
with concentration ratios of two, three, and four. The reduction in 
collection area must be offset by an increase in the nLrmber of units. 
The values are shown relative to a baseline need for 1347 units. The 
total area for photmoltaic cells is defined as the product of the solar 
zm?a per unit divided by the concentration ratio and multiplied 
by the number of units required. The reduction ratio relative to open 
panels is samewhat less than the concentration ratio by about 10 percent. 
The cooling requirements for the photovoltaic cells are defined by 
their thermal balance in a radiation field. If the 37 percent of the 
input energy has to be removed frum the back side of the solar cells, 
then the coolant akorbs 8072 W-h, which nust be dissipated mer the 
period of an orbit. The average heat rejection rate is 5328 l&J and 
9032 m2 (97220 f t2)  of radiator area for operation at 320 K 
(576%) . The cyclic operation associated with orbits plus the 
contributions fram the storage elements during the dark period will not 
result in the near uniform conditions associated with rotating 
converters. Therefore, for this conparison, the radiator temperature 
will inaease and assum an average operating temperature at 348 K 
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(626%), w i t h  an average heat flux of 0.82 W/m2 (0.076 W / f t 2 ) ,  such 
that the concentrated photovoltaic system operates w i t h  the same total 
radiator reqUirement as the solar dynamic System (Reference A-1) . 
The system l~sses can be CCBnpared in tenns of the radiator, the 
storage e l m & ,  and the concentrator units. Table A-16 surmrarizes the 
mss colltributions. The concentrator u n i t s  are essentially welded 
aluminum s t r u m  fabricated f r c  zllgles and sheets. The units have 
been assigned a mass of 125 kg (275 lb) each which includes an h m m e n t  
for support elements and electrical interconnections. Energy storage 
u t i l i z e s  fuel cells, and the radiator requirement for the fuel cells is 
included in  the total for the concentrator units. The effects of 
concentration irdicate a factor of four inrrease in the total system 
mass. The structure for the concentrating reflectors adds a factor of 
three to the collection elements, and the need for a radiator i n t r c d u ~  
an additional mass im=rement. 
A.3.7 phatavoltaic System controls 
A photovoltaic system mst control the electrical output fram the 
panels, sequence the storage elements, and maintain the thermal balance. 
Each portion of the system responds t o  its uwn particular requirements; 
the overall system controls are sunmrized in Table A-17 for the 
baseline @ion of enervy Storage u s k g  0 2 - H ~  fuel cells. 
me photmoltaics produce a constant voltage during the illuminated 
portion of the orbit. The voltage decays t o  zero in about seven minutes 
during sunset and recovers 30 minutes la ter  during the sunrise. The 
control system algorithm, therefore, has to accommodate phased p e r  
transients two times in each orbit. In f u l l  Sun, the control must direct 
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the required excess energy into the storage elements while maintaining a 
constant 2550 1&J hpt to the ATSS. Fhotmoltaics berefit when operated 
a t  amstant current; energy not extracted as electricity has to be 
dissipated thermally. Fhotovoltaics oonverting 25 to 27 percent of the 
solar ene.rgy into electrical pmer w i l l  need to operate with near maximum 
current to preserve thermal equilibrium. The on-board generation of 02 
and H2 again pruvides the necessary load leveling capacity for the 
system. Ihe energy storage system does have sane inherent flexibil i ty 
when configured as fuel cells. In lxBninal aperations the fuel cells 
operate to balance the orbital pmer profile. Huwever ,  d e r  special 
corditions, the cells can operate to augment the phatcnroltaics su& that 
the power delivered could approacb 5100 )&J for a portion of an orbit. 
The other storage alternatives would not offer that capability unless 
 sa^ extra capacity were included. Batteries or flywheels need to cycle 
in sequence w i t h  the orbit to  avoid c m p d s e  of the @mtmvoltaics by 
thermal effects, or the w i l l  be forced to opexate pcltrFer-short during 
the dark portion of an orbit. The controls for the energy storage are 
conventional. The system operates the electrolytic cells and stores fuel 
during the illuminated portion of the orbit, then pmers-up the fuel 
cells during the dark portion of the orbit. I n  orbital aperation neither 
section is q l e t e l y  inactive. Instead, the currents and voltage 
modulate between a standby, or idle, mode and full puwer. 
The for heat extraction and radiator cooling are cyclic. 
For the fuel cells, the maxhm cooling d d  occurs when the radiators 
I ,  
have an field of view; consequently, the radiator tenperature 
and coo lq t  flow w i l l  vary w i t h  orbit position. 
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A.3.8. particular Considerations 
Ihe particular considerations relate to the installation of the 
system and the on-rbit maintenance of the system. 
"he phasing of the phatmoltaic panels into the on-rbit assenbly of 
the ATss requires attention. "he photuvoltaic panels cannot be put 
in place and exposed without any electrical connections. ?he 
installation of the panel field h e l v e s  a continuing activity for on- 
orbit assembly. mere may be a need for reflecting covers if the 
capability to store energy is limited while assRmbly is in progress. The 
internal configuration for the ATSS places all of the %-H2 generating 
capability in the torus.  Fuel cell auxiliary puwe.r may not be available 
during the build-up sequence, and battery ceLls.may be needed on a 
temporary basis. 
Ihe area devoted to photmoltaic panels is both extensive and 
exposed. Debris damage can be anticipated. In operation, damage to a 
panel a d  only conpdse that unit (or at most, that group). m e  on- 
board mobile crane and air locks are confi- to handle units the size 
of a panel, and the on-boanl spares would be stocked to a v l i s h  such a 
repair. 
'Ihe utilization of flywheel enerqy storage requires the managemmt of 
the rotating inertias. Bearing -ts are eased if the flywheel 
units are mounted in the mXlr0tati.q portion of the station: a location 
in the plane of the platform adjacent to the central tube appears 
COTNenient. unless the rotationdl inertias can contribub to the 
aperation of the station, the units may need pairing such that a pair 
always rotates at the same speed while turn- in opposite directions 
(invertd relative to each other). Such a configuration transnu 'ts some 
A-94 
local gyroscapic forces to the stmdxre, but at the ATSS System level, 
all such forces wmld cancel. 
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